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Abstract
Purpose ² JLYHQ WKH GLYHUVLW\ LQ OR\DOW\·V FRQVWUXFW and the continuously
evolving needs of consumer-to form relationships with their brands, it is
imperative the need to uncover the route to which consumer- brand
relationships are headed with the construct of loyalty as a navigating device.
The purpose of WKLVUHVHDUFKUHYROYHVDURXQG1LJHULDQFRQVXPHU·VOR\DOW\WR
their mobile telecommunication service providers in a relational context.
Objective centres around investigating, exploring and determining of issues
on brand loyalty and consumer relationships in a service providing industry
of an emerging market.
Design/methodology/approach ² this researches design is exploratory and
phenomenological in nature by virtue of its attempt to understand meaning
created by consumers in the context of loyalty. Seven in-depth interviews and
a focus group were conducted to this effect.
Findings ² Initial findings indicate that performance and relationaldisposition are important facets in the formation of loyalty. It also identified
them to be factors/tools responsible for developing relationships existent
among consumers. Furthermore, it was discovered that relationships do
indeed serve as antecedents to loyalty.
Originality/value ² The main contribution of the study lies in the realisation
of performance and relational disposition as indicators of loyalty in the
Nigerian mobile telecommunication industry. A conceptual framework
emerged from this discovery and was deemed an accurate representation of
findings. Based on the findings, this empirical study will serve as a valuable
LQSXW WR PDUNHWHUV LQ 1LJHULD·V HPHUJLQJ PDUNHW ZLWK WKHLU SODQQLQJ
analysis, and implementation of appropriate consumer retention strategies if
attention is placed on performance and relational disposition as tools to that
effect. The understanding of this dynamic will ensure competitive advantage
LQ1LJHULD·VSUHYDLOLQJXQVHWWOLQJEXVLQHVVHQYLURQPHQW
Keywords:
Nigeria,
loyalty,
consumer
relationships,
mobile
telecommunication service providers (MTSP), performance, relationaldisposition
Paper type: Research (Dissertation)
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CHAPTER ONE
1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Building a strong brand; an ambition presumably at the heart of any and
every marketing activity/business venture (Aaker 1997; Woodside & Walser
2007), academics and practioners alike have for many years strived to grasp
and understand the components necessary for achieving a strong brand
equity, a component significant to the core of this journey, is consumers
loyalty(Aaker,1997). This research emerges on the platform of that
empiricism with an agenda to H[SORUH WKLV FRQVXPHU·V OR\DOW\ DQG WKH
fullness of its existence in Nigerian mobile telecommunication service
providing industry. Therefore immersed within the informative nature of this
chapter is the materialization on the structure of events effected in this
research to enhance this cause.
1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
In a world where Services have began to dominate the central economy and
have continually and dramatically evolved over the course of years with
consumer retention activities at the centre of its evolution, it is no surprise
the measures service industries have subjected themselves to in order to
remain significant benefactors of this growth(Aydin & Ozer 2009; Lovelock &
Writz 2011). Furthermore, notwithstanding the diverse translations the
PHDQLQJ RI WKH ZRUG ´EUDQGµ FRQQRWHV it is not the definition that
differentiates product branding from services branding, but the executional
strategy (Chernatony & Segal-Horn 2000). Previous research has indicated
that loyal customers enhance shareholder value, are resistant to competitive
cajolery and are more forgiving to occasional brand setbacks be it for goods
or services (Dick & Basu 1994; Curran et al 2010; Aydin & Ozer 2009);
therefore it can be inferred that a clearer understanding of loyalty could
evidently enable firms to enjoy the benefits of its FRQVXPHU·V loyalty without
suffering the pitfalls in its pursuit.
In the journey to the proposed insight into understanding the conundrum
EHKLQG ¶ZK\· FRQVXPHUV DUH OR\DO (Tarpey 1974; Jacoby & Kyner 1973),
interesting observations and hypothesis have emerged as a proposed
solution to this question; central to the conclusions surrounding it are the
assumptions that attitude affect behavioural intentions/purchase likelihood
and are the major components towards achieving and determining brand
loyalty (Day 1964, Dick & Basu 1994, Oliver 1999). However, despite the
U1214533  
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generally accepted assumptions discovered in loyalty, certain rigidity has
been arguably recognised in relation to the flexibility of loyalty's construct;
with arguments that aroused interest about consumer-brand relationships
and its connection to brand loyalty (Fournier 1998, Curran, et al 2010).
In an attempt to expand on this emergent perspective and horizon of loyalty,
Fournier and Yao (1997) managed to provide an account of loyalty as
grounded in the realities of consumer experiences and build on
interpersonal relationship that prior loyalty theoretical findings have yet to
frame; It was argued that the rigidity in the occurrence of antecedents on
loyalty (Dick & Basu 1994, Oliver 1999) has delayed the potential for increase
LQ WKH XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI FRQVXPHU·V OR\DOW\ WR WKHLU EUDQGV LQ WKLV
postmodernist society. This argument further explores on the possibility of
whether or not the relationships between loyalty and its antecedents remain
constant as consumers pass through loyalty phases; findings suggest that
multiple stages of loyalty do indeed exist (Curran et al 2010).It can further
be inferred that consumers have evolved from simply being motivated by
positive attitude-to-purchase likelihood experiences into craving and
requiring an involvement and/or dyadic relationship with their brands that
adds to and provides a contextual meaning to their lives; this prerequisite is
required before any sort or degree of loyalty can be classified as existent
(Fournier 1998, Curran et al 2010).
The Nigerian telecommunications industry has experienced tremendous
growth in recent years; the indulgence and deregulation of the QDWLRQ·V
telecommunication industry has prompted the entry of a variety of new
players in the sector (Abayomi 2011; Oyedijo 2012). With the concentration
of power in these sector revolving around key players MTN (leading with
43.93% market share as at June 2012); Globacom with market share of
5.47%; Airtel with 20.16% and Etisalat with 13.29% market share(predicted as
on growing)respectively (Sesan 2012), it is envisaged that the continuous
increase will not abate soon (Wills & Daniels 2003; Oyedijo 2012).
Notwithstanding this apparent markets continuous growth and dominance,
the dearth of consumer based research and relevant literature in a
telecommunication service sector of an emerging third world economy such
as Nigeria cannot be ignored (Ojo 2012; Oyedijo 2012). Of the research
conducted in this sector, focus has been placed more on customer
satisfaction, customer services and retention activities for mobile
telecommunication in Nigeria (Omotayo & Joachim 2007; Ojo 2010) it is
irrefutable the insight these researches have provided; furthermore these
concepts have also been arguably characterised as constituting part of more
rounded theoretical constructs such as loyalty, and consumer brand
relationships (Oliver 1999; Sharma & Patterson 1999).
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Oliver (1999) posited that loyalty begins to grow only when the consumer
begins to evaluate his or her consumption experiences; furthermore,
marketing literature has discovered that consumer feelings of met
expectations and satisfactions often result from positive evaluation of
consumer experience (Curran et al 2010). Arguably, Just as the meaning of a
given construct is dependent on its relationship with other constructs,
(Hirschfeld &Gelman 1994) so also is the height and level of loyalty
attainable by a consumer subject to the type and quality of relationship
created and maintained (Fournier 1998). This highlights the realisation that
attitudinal and behavioural loyalties are simply at the surface of determining
the height and depth of loyalty attainable; and also the significance of the
consumer experience. Not to mention the presumption that consumers
loyalty with services are more relationship oriented than that of loyalty
formed with goods (Javalgi & Moberg 1997 2·FDVV  *Uace 2004) further
emphasises the need and basis of this research.
1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Typically, brand loyalty is defined with respect to attitudinal or behavioural
factors; varying conceptualisations on the antecedents of loyalty on either of
these factors have also further proffered insight on different dimensions to
which loyalty can be evaluated (Russell-Bennett et al 2007). Additionally, the
concepts of brands and its ability to serve as relationship partners have also
recently sparked the attention of academics and practitioners alike;
discoveries made in emerging markets such as Nigeria have shown that the
growing rate of mobile telecommunication network subscribers placed at
about (98,000,000 as at 2011) has definitely increased the value of
consumer based research conducted by analysts; therefore given this
growing competitive streak, in this industry, attention need be placed on
organisations intention-criteria towards customers or else customers will
leave their service providers irrespective of retention efforts(Oladele 201;
Omotayo & Joachim 2007). This illuminates the all-round importance of
consumer based research which has provoked an investigation into the
interaction between consumers and their mobile telecommunication brands
while focusing on attitudinal and behavioural intentions (Aydin & Ozer 2009;
Belaid & Behi 2011).
Traditionally, loyalty in service providers have be categorised as evident on
the basis of certain factors; more often than not these assumptions differ
from that of categorisation of loyalty in goods (Javalgi & Moberg 1997).
Furthermore research on mobile telecommunication service industry in
Nigeria, have paid attention to findings that propose that customer service is
an imperative to enhancing consumer retention (Omotayo & Joachim 2007).
What is inadvertently lacking from this conclusion is the investigation of
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other antecedents to loyalty applicable to consumers of mobile
telecommunication services, the type of relationships they formed between
both parties and whether or not the providers go beyond service provision.
Emerging from the realisation that little research has been conducted on the
integration of both fields and how one might possibly impact the other; this
research examines consumers loyalty but not as defined solely by attitude
and repeat purchase but by shedding light on and investigating the
antecedents necessary in consumer-relationship formation that lead to the
multiple stages of loyalty in the specified context of mobile
telecommunication services.
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This research explores brand loyalty from a relationship
perspective; the objectives of this research are primarily to;

oriented

Investigate the formation of brand loyalty in the mobile
telecommunication service providing industry in Nigeria: Amidst the
presence of theoretical findings on brand loyalty in for goods is the
realisation that loyalty formation could possibly differ with good and
services ; it is theorised that the intangibility of services, makes the
evaluation of service quality more difficult than for goods (Javalgi &
Moberg 1997) which further proposes that brand loyalty may be more
important for services than it is for products (Zeithmal 1981) an
investigation would proffer insight and clarification to such proposed
assumptions
Explore consumer brand-relationships as an antecedent for brand
loyalty formation.
'HWHUPLQH LI WKH UHODWLRQVKLS FRQVXPHU·V IRUm with their brands
affects or predicts the type and stages of loyalty formed.
1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
According to Saunders (2000) a good research topic among other qualities
such as feasibility should contain issues that have an evident link to theory;
based on this directive, the research questions were framed as follows;
:KDW PRWLYDWHV FRQVXPHU·V OR\DOW\ WR PRELOH telecommunication
service providers (MTSP) in Nigeria?
&DQ FRQVXPHU·V UHODWLRQVKLSV ZLWK WKHLU preferred mobile
telecommunication service providers (MTSP) serve as an antecedent for
loyalty formation?
Do the relationships formed by Nigerian consumers and their service
providers determine the type and stages of loyalty achieved?
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1.5 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The significance of any research work makes the purpose worth pursuing
(Walonick 2005). Hence this study basically attempts to re-examine the
consistency in the theoretical assumptions of consumer-brand relationships
DV LQWHJUDWHG ZLWK FRQVXPHU·V OR\DOW\ $OVR WR XQFRYHU EUDQG-consumer
related ideologies, in the journey towards attaining brand loyalty, as well as
stressing out the noticeable ambiguities, in addition to suggesting
alternatives to bridge the identified gaps and furthermore analyse the
reactions as divulged from an emerging market.
1.6 SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The scope of this study emerged from the grounded theory on brand loyalty
and consumer brand relationships (Fournier 1998, Curran et al 2010, Day
1976, Dick & Basu 1994, Oliver 1999); this research explores and possibly
builds on the dimension of loyalty from a relationship-meaning perspective.
$GGLWLRQDOO\ %UDQG SKHQRPHQRQ·V VXFK DV WUXVW satisfaction and loyalty
among others have been popularly categorised as consequences of
relationship engagement (Fournier 1998). This therefore inspires the focus
on the phenomenon of loyalty types/stages and consumer-relationship
engagement and quality. The agenda to investigate the flexibility of these
theoretical assumptions and its pertinence to consumers in the Nigerian
Mobile Telecommunication industry KDVQ·W EHHQ ZLWKRXW LWV industrial and
academic benefits.
1.7 OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY
The methodology adopted for this research was exploratory; this was to
enable a clarification of concepts identified in the research and also has been
arguably deemed the most appropriate methodological stance for
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ KXPDQ EHKDYLRXU IURP WKH SDUWLFLSDQW·V Rwn frame of
reference (Collis and Hussey, 2003). The secondary research looked into
relevant literatures and past studies which provided adequate background to
the study while the combination of in-depth interview and focus groups
popularly described as the most frequently used technique of data collection
for qualitative studies (Burns and Bush, 1998) was adopted to explore the
distinguishing relationship between brands and consumers.
The focus group was conducted to investigate the border context of the
cRQVXPHU·V OR\DOW\ ZLWK WKHLU WHOHFRPPXQLcation service providers and
provided a platform on which deeper consumer relationship meanings were
explored; and with the help of in-depth interviews; the kind of relationships
that emerged and the type of loyalty formed was also an objective that this
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methodology helped obtain; This facilitated the evolution of this research in
its stages and dimensions.

1.8 LIMITATION OF THE STUDY
Although this research was conducted carefully and properly, apparent
limitations and imperfections were acknowledged. Firstly, putting into
account the time frame for the execution of this research, the mile-stone of
exploring consumer-behaviour and relationships needed to fit that allotted
time-slot, therefore the timeslot used to accumulate, evaluate and analyse
data could to an extent question the strength in depth of findings. Secondly,
the interpretive nature of this research did not allow for a statistically
representational sample of the entire population being research. And finally,
In addition, since the assessment of the pre-test and post test was
conducted by the researcher herself, it is presumable that in this study,
certain degree of subjectivity can be found. It could be argued that
examination of findings produced by more than one researcher could result
in more objective conclusions.
1.9 SUMMARY
Deducing from the theoretical assumptions mentioned above, and following
the explicit explanation of transpiring discoveries in this research on
relationship formation and loyalty, in the specified context of Nigerian
mobile telecommunication services, the intending outcome would be
presumably to contribute insightfully to the empirically evolving construct of
brand loyalty and consumer relationships in the context in which it is tested.
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CHAPTER TWO
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 OVERVIEW
The platform on which this research commences is based on certain
theoretical constructs that this chapter elaborate upon to help provide
understanding on the substance of this research; evident in this chapter are
topics such as brand consumer relationships, an investigation into the dyadic
nature of those relationships, and the components it comprises of.
Furthermore, the construct of loyalty and all its qualities will also be
examined to gain insight into its dynamic, and to grasp the need to expand
on its territory. Finally the concept of services and the mobile
telecommunication industry will be discussed and explored in the fullness of
its existence. These subject matters are crucial if one is to build on the body
of work in existence.
2.2 CONSUMERS AND THEIR BRANDS
The emergent regard and interest in brands stems from our belated
recognition of its power and the realisation that ultimately it is the brand not
the product/service or corporation that wins the consumers loyalty (Aaker &
Biel 1993; Cheverton 2006). This to an extent proffers an explanation to the
focal interest in researches concerning the ability of brands to serve as
relationship partners and the discovery of consumers (brand zealots) that
find a need to experience relationships with their brands that well surpasses
the fulfilment of a functional need (Fournier 1998; Aggarwal, 2004). Esch et
al (2006) in an attempt to investigate the effect of brand knowledge and
relationships on current and future purchase behaviour (which result in
loyalty), observed that purchase, as influenced by attitude and behaviour are
dependent on relationships consumers form with brands; these relations
must possess cognitive and affective components consisting of satisfaction
and trust. This uncovers the intricate dimension of requirements needed in
order for a relationship to be classified as existent.
Popularly utilised in consumer-brand relationship grounded theory, is
)RXUQLHU·V    GLIIHUHQW brand relationship categorisation consisting
of: committed partnership, marriage of convenience, arranged marriage,
casual friendship, rebound relationship, childhood friendship, kinship,
courtship, dependency, fling, adversarial relationship and enslavement, She
theorised that meaning created by consumers in the construct of their
everyday lives is not dependent on strategies imposed by marketers; rather it
is extracted from a combination of attitudinal influences plus socially
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constructed meanings made based on experiences embarked upon (Fournier
1998).
However, in an attempt to build on this theory, other arguments suggest that
this framework might prove strenuous when dealing with the constructs
measurement and analysis; as a result, a socio-psychological distinction of
brand relationships was made, and classified as exchange and communal
relationships(Clark 1984; Aggarwal 2004). The exchange relationships are
quid-pro-quo as consumers are involved with how much they receive from
what they give thereIRUH ZKHQ FRPSDUDEOH UHZDUG LVQ·W IRUWK FRPLQJ WKHUH
presents a possibility to be irresponsive(economic based); on the other hand,
communal relationships transcend self-interest; people give benefits to
others to demonstrate concern and attend to their needs(socially based)
$JJDUZDO     ,W LV H[SODLQHG WKDW )RXUQLHU·V    UHODWLRQVKLS
forms could be regarded as sub categories of the exchange and communal
relationship concept, that could prove insightful in situations that not
necessarily want to measure close relationships in mutually exclusive
scenarios but rather would like to examine aspects or facets of one overall
relationship i.e. the exchange aspect or the communal aspect (Esch et al
2006). Based on these arguments one can assume that in the analysis of
qualities responsible for the formation of loyalty via various antecedents
(Oliver, 1999) and also in the evaluation of precedents that create meaning
in relationships which result in loyalty (Fournier & Yao 1997), communal
relationships are most likely considered as they engage more in the dynamic
of selflessness and have also been classified as the cornerstone of close
relationships (Esch et al 2006).
2.3 BRAND AS A PARTNER IN A DYADIC RELATIONSHIP
With the enlarging research and advancement of brands either as a animistic
SHUVRQDOLW\ RU DV DQ H[WHQVLRQ RI RQH·V VHOI $DNHU  $JJDUZDO ;
Hayes & Alford, 2006), or even based on the relational paradigm and notion
that consumers could experience love for their brands (Albert et al, 2008)Is
the realisation of certain principles. These principles having traditionally
GHVFULEHG KXPDQ UHODWHG SKHQRPHQRQ·V UHFHQWO\ SURYH WR H[SODLQ
requirements for the relationships consumers form with their brands; They
are the notion that, people extend themselves by including others within
themselves through intimate and close relationship; also people seek
situations and experiences associated to an experience of extension of self
(Fournier 1998; Albert et al, 2008).
Despite the fact that these qualities are based on the psychological state of
love as characterised by human interaction comprising of satisfaction, trust,
commitment, intimacy, love (Albert et al 2008; Papista & Dimitriadis, 2012),
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it is impossible to ignore the dyadic nature of these human related facets
and the theoretical assumption that brands are not only central to but are
also capable of inspiring these human related reactions and have done so
(Fournier 1998; Albert et al, 2008). Further analysis on the progression of
the dyadic nature of brand as a relationship partner have given birth to
certain concepts of norms, consideration sets, attitudes and behaviours as
prescribed necessary components in understanding consumer brand
relationships (CBR); insight into the concepts of norms and consideration will
provide a comprehension into the true nature of dyads in a relationships
(Aggarwal, 2004 Robbers & Lattin 1997).
2.3.1 Consideration set:
7KLV FRQFHSW RI D ¶FRQVLGHUDWLRQ VHW· EHLQJ ILUVW LQWURGXFHG E\ :ULJKW
&Barbour (1977) emerged from the realisation that consumers do not equally
consider all brands before involving in a purchase decision therefore a
consideration set categorises the brands to guide the consumer in making a
purchase decision most suitable to his/her needs (Robbers & Lattin 1997).
Several conceptualisations further highlight the benefits of the existence of a
consideration set, based on the assumption that brands which make up an
LQGLYLGXDO·V FRQVLGHUDWLRQ VHW DUH WKRVH EUDQG V PRVW OLNHO\ SHUFHLYHG DV
substitutes; This could explain the use of consideration sets in structuring
markets as preferential decisions made from the category of these
consideration sets, could possibly serve as mobility barriers for firms (McGee
& Thomas, 1986). Therefore it can be assumed that in consumers purchase
likelihood irrespective of the relationship he/she forms with the brand there
is definitely a consideration set that considers brands that are more top of
mind than others (Robbers & Lattin 1997). This further implies that
marketers of brands that are successful in positioning themselves in a
positively relatable way (Aaker 1997), will most likely be chosen.
2.3.2. Norms:
Norms in brands are built on the argument that when consumers form
relationships with brands, the brands become evaluated as though they were
part of the construct of the society as the societies construct comprises of
accepted norms; therefore this implies that if the brand is in violation of the
norms then it will be appraised negatively however when actions are in
conformity with the norms of the society, the relationship is appraised
positively (Aggarwal 2004).The theory of norms originated when applied in
the quest to understanding the phenomenon of emotional responses, social
judgement and conversations about causes (Kahneman & Miller 1986).
Norms come into existence based on activation processes comprised of a
stimulus; specific objects or events generate their own norms by retrieval of
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similar experiences stored in memory or by construction of counterfactual
alternatives (ibid).
Fiske (1992) added to this theory a relationship perspective on norms and
proposed a relational model consisting of: communal sharing, authority
ranking, equality matching and market pricing these where in an attempt to
H[SODLQ SHRSOH·V FRQstructive categorisation of their relationships.
Furthermore findings on research on relationship norms on attitude and
behaviour suggest that consumer responses depend on the type of
relationship norms that are salient at the time of brand interaction this
harnesses the relevance of norms in relationship formation however the
LQQDWHQDWXUHRIQRUPVKDYHQ·WEHHQIXOO\XQFRYHUHGQHLWKHUKDV its link to a
consumers consideration set when making a brand purchase decision further
research could prove insightful (Aggarwal, 2004).
2.4 THE CONSTRUCT OF LOYALTY
7UDGLWLRQDOO\EUDQGOR\DOW\KDVEHHQGHILQHGDVWKHVWUHQJWKRIDFRQVXPHU·V
relative attitude towards an entity and repeat patronage (behaviour) despite
situational influences and marketing efforts having the potential to cause
switching behaviour (Oliver 1999; Dick & Basu 1994). Brand loyalty has also
been seen to possess the capability of strengthening the brand consumer
relationship with the aids of components such as brand awareness and
perceived quality and an effective clear brand identity (Aaker 1997). This
implies that Loyalty is based on the meaning of the brand, and the strength
of its emotional connection with the consumer. This concept, despite the
differences in its expression and interpretation is undeniably the basis on
which most brand building activities arise (Aaker 1997; Elliot & Percy 2007);
this could possibly be due to the reiterating revelation in market analysis
that shows that it is up to five times less expensive to sell to an existing
consumer than it is to create a new one (Palumbo & Herbig, 2000; RussellBennett et al, 2006). However, despite how elementary the objective and
QHFHVVLW\IRUEUDQGOR\DOW\LVOR\DOW\·VFRQVWUXFWUHPDLQVLQFRQFOXVLYHEDVHG
on the ambiguity in its definition and composition (Jacoby & Kyner 1973). It
could be argued that this lack of clarity is as a result of attempts to interpret
basic consumer-brand relationship behaviour and the process by which their
attitudes influence purchase decisions in the midst of alternatives (Schultz &
Bailey 2000).
Prior research has either attempted to explore the attitudinal basis, the
behavioural basis or even the relational aspect as a motivation for or as
necessary antecedents to loyalty (Fournier & Yao 1997; Dick & Basu 1994,
Oliver 1999, Jacoby & Kyner 1973). The interesting realisation of this
assortment of loyalty constituents is the fact that researchers are attempting
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to break the stringency of traditional descriptions and definitions of loyalty
and further explore varying possibilities that may be relationship oriented
(Fournier & Yao 1997; Dick & Basu 1994, Oliver 1999, Jacoby & Kyner 1973).
2.4.1. Trust and Satisfaction In loyalty
One cannot talk about the dynamic of consumer-brand relationships and its
link to loyaOW\·V IRUPDWLRQ ZLWKRXW LQFOXGLQJ WUXVW DQG VDWLVIDFWLRQ DV PDMRU
components in that process; empirical studies reveal that satisfaction is an
antecedent of brand attitude, intention and attitudinal brand loyalty for
consumer services (Russell-Bennet et al 2007). In consumer relationships,
satisfaction is only one of a number of relational constructs that will affect
important consumer behaviours including customer retention (Hess & Story
2005).
In recent years, the concept of satisfaction has grasped attention based on
the operation of its paradigm shift from transactional marketing to
relationship marketing involving all activities in the business of maintaining
successful relational exchanges (Ojo 2010). Satisfaction has been defined as
an attitude-like judgement following a purchase act or based on series of
consumer product interactions (Day 1977); it can be argued that satisfaction
is a lot more behaviourally oriented and attitude is usually formed after
satisfaction has been established. However despite the accepted relation
between satisfaction and loyalty, research on satisfaction and loyalty has
UHSHDWHGO\ IRXQG WKDW WKH ¶LQWXLWLYH· ODWHQW DVVXPSWLRQ WKDW VDWLVILHG
consumers stay loyal to a brand does not always hold (Oliver 1999).
Similarly, trust is the repository of product and service indications that a
EUDQG ZLOO EHKDYH LQ WKH FXVWRPHU·V EHVW LQWHUHVW +HVV   6XFFHVVIXO
development of satisfaction and trust may then lead to the formation of
personal and functional associations between the customer and the brand
(Hess, 1995).Trust, commitment and arguably satisfaction have also been
categorised as important antecedents of strong marketing relationships
(Fullerton 2010).The adaptation of an inbred quality of interpersonal
UHODWLRQVKLSV¶WUXVW·LQWKHUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQWKHEUDQGDQGWKHFRQVXPHU
implies that the brand holds some attributes that go beyond its
consideration as a mere product/service (Delgado-Ballester & MunueraAlemaÂn 2001). Furthermore, brand trust represents the concession that
brand value can be created and developed with the measurement of some
DVSHFWV WKDW JR EH\RQG FRQVXPHU·V VDWLVIDFWLRQ ZLWK WKH IXQFWLRQDO
performance of the product (Delgado-Ballester & Munuera-AlemaÂn 2001).
Brands high in trust and affect are linked through both attitudinal and
purchase loyalty (Chaudhuri & Holbrook 2001); they prescribe brand loyalty
as the intricate link that connects brand trust and affect to market share and
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relative price. Fullerton(2010) in his attempt to determine forces paramount
to ensuring loyalty and advocacy for a service provider in a marketing
relationship, discovered that components of commitment are formed
through the dynamic of the service experience via necessary antecedents of
satisfaction trust and consumer perception.
2.4.2. Antecedents to loyalty
On the subject of antecedents to loyalty, Scholarly findings have revealed the
presence of certain stages in loyalty; as literature has suggested that trust
and satisfaction are as important in consumer relationships in achieving
loyalty (Delgado-Ballester & Munuera-AlemaÂn 2001; Fullerton 2010; RussellBennet et al 2007). So emanates the need to unravel what existing
antecedents have been prescribed for loyalty and the role of brand
relationships in achieving these antecedents (Curran et al 2010; Fournier
1998; Fournier and Yao 1997).
)RU WKH SXUSRVH RI WKLV UHVHDUFK 'LFN  %DVX   DQG 2OLYHU·V 9)
contributions have ignited more focus; an analysis of their findings reveal
that despite the fundamental differences in their theories, the stages of
OR\DOW\SURSRVHGDUHDUJXDEO\VLPLODU2OLYHU·V  FRJQLWLYHOR\DOW\ZKLFK
is defined as - a superficial state of loyalty in which consumers consider only
certain attributes of the brand to make the purchase decision without
satisfaction evaluations being made during or after the purchase - is similar
to- 'LFN  %DVX·V   VSXULRXV OR\DOW\ RI KLJK UHSHDW SXUFKDVH
characterised by non-attitudinal influences; these similarities also are
present with both their affective and latent loyalty and also co-native and
true loyalty (Day 1964). These stages have been prescribes as antecedents
in some respects and as destinations/types in others (Dick & Basu 1994;
2OLYHU·V   $V UHJDUGV WR WKHLU HYDOXDWLRQ DV WKH VWDJHV RI OR\Dlty,
emerges the inspiration behind this research. This researches objective
which is in three-fold will on one level determine what the loyalty formation
stages are for mobile telecommunication service providers, on another hand,
determine if consumer brand relationships are required (antecedents)to
achieve that loyalty and finally does the type of relationship influence or
affect the stage of loyalty formed.
2.4.3. Consumer relationships an antecedent to loyalty
A relationship does not necessarily imply loyalty, but loyalty implies the
establishment of a relationship ² ´UHODWLRQDO FRQGLWLRQ RI EUDQG OR\DOW\µ
(Fournier & Yao, 1996, p. 3)
From the above statement, it is proposed that loyalty cannot be formed
independent of relationships; furthermore, it has been conceptualised that
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when certain components of relationships exist, such as intimacy, passion
and decision/commitment in a consumption context in a consumer-object
relationship, strong loyalty is formed (Albert, et al 2008)Therefore, if brands
are an integral part of self and social meaning creation and individuals
construct their self and social identities from the brands they consume (Elliot
& Percy 2011; Alreck & Settle,1999), the question to ponder becomes why
WKHQ LVQ·W WKHUH DQ DEXQGDQFH RI UHOevant research that is dedicated to
investigating the precise relationships that create and establish meaning
which results in true unadulterated loyalty (day 1967; Hess & Story 2005)?
As mentioned earlier, it has been proposed that the absolute long-term
outcome of brand relationships is a determinant of current purchase
behaviour and future purchase intention which are decisively the core
components of brand loyalty (Esch et al 2006). And also, while strong
customer connections are imperative to strong brands, the nature of
customer relationships determines the fundamental benefit to the brand and
should be the primary driver of customer relationship strategies (Hess & John
2005). Hence, the constituents that comprises a relationship either an
exchange based or a communal type of relationship (Aggarwal 2004; Clark
1984) or even from (the sub-category of  )RXUQLHU·V   EUDQG
relationships are arguably presumed to form some sort of trigger that results
from a bond which will explain the type of loyalty existent (Fournier & Yao,
1996,). Additionally, the components of cognitive -affective-co-native loyalty
antecedents or arguably an addition of action-loyalty have been adopted as
the required stages to become either truly loyal, latently loyal and/or
spuriously loyal (Day 1964; Dick & Basu 1994; Oliver 1999)
Furthermore It has been discovered that consumers can remain dormant at
certain stages of these antecedents depending on the proportion of relative
attitude to purchase likelihood of the brand and also dependent on the type
and involvement classification of the brand (Curran et al 2010). This implies
that marketers need pay attention to the proportion of attitude to behaviour.
7KHUHIRUHLVQ·WLWSRVVLEOHIRUWKHW\SHDQGVWDJHRI spurious latent or true)
loyalty attained to be directly affected by the type of relationship formed by
the consumer (Fournier & Yao 1997)? If this possibility is established does it
consequently imply that consumers relationships with their brands are
antecedents to the type and stages of loyalty formed (Curran et al 2010;
Fournier & Yao 1997)? A contention worth investigating.
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2.5. LOYALTY IN TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES
Organisations today in the midst of the changing nature of the marketing
environment are continuously searching for ingenious ways to achieve
competitive advantage while still retaining good quality service (Javalgi &
Moberg 1997). One such attribute relevant to this undertaking is recognising
the differences between goods and services, with the understanding that
customer retention and the acquisition of loyalty might slightly differ in both
divisions (Javalgi & Moberg 1997). It is argued that the intangible nature of
services makes the evaluation of service quality more difficult and the
inseparability of service providers from customer more often than not results
in a relationship between both parties that may exact disinterest in switching
to a different service provider (ibid); Therefore, it is proposed that,
interpersonal communication between the service provider and the
consumer, is an effective tool to build service quality and ensure relational
commitment (Sharma & Patterson 1999)
Lovelock (1983), developed five classification schemes as a way of analysing
services that is of managerial value and would proffer strategic insight; they
are as follows
What is the nature of the service act?
What type of relationship does the service organization have with its
customers?
How much room is there for customization and judgment on the part
of the service provider?
What is the nature of demand and supply for the service?
How is the service delivered?
Of the five attributes, Javalgi & Moberg (1997) focused on the four they
considered most relevant in services and loyalty formation; based on their
analysis,
the
following
categorisation
can
be
applicable
to
telecommunication service providers; Conclusions from the premise in table
1 below suggest that varying loyalty conditions occur depending on the
strategies implemented to achieve them; however, Javalgi & Moberg (1997)
assumptions are without empirical evidence.
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TABLE 1: LOYALTY FORMATION TABLE FOR TELECOMMUNICATION
SERVICES
Nature of the service act

Relationship
customers

with

Customisation
judgement
in
delivery

and
service

Method
delivery

service

of

Due to reduction of perceived risk as services
become tangible, loyalty is expected to
decrease as tangibility of service action
increases.
With telecommunication service providers, its
intangible nature and somewhat dependency
on service providers results in loyalty
It is argued that services with membership
relationships can experience low relative
attitude thereby resulting in spurious loyalty
therefore a mobile service providing industry
whose nature consists of continuous delivery
could fall under this assumption.
Services that are customised and depend on
high level of judgement to be exercised by
VHUYLFH
SURYLGHU·V
LH
PRELOH
telecommunications, require a significant level
of communication and interaction as consumers
are dependent on their service providers.
Therefore in the mobile telecommunication
industry where a sizable number of consumers
must be satisfied, customisation and attention
DUHQ·W DGHTXDWHO\ GLVWULEXWHG DPRQJ FXVWRPHUV
which could result in spurious loyalty
In this category it is presumed that
organisations with multiple sites of delivery with
their services, whose transactional interaction
DUH FRQGXFWHG DW DUP·V OHQJWK FRXOG UHVXOW LQ
no-loyalty what so ever due to the nature of
impersonalisation.
The
mobile
telecommunications
industry
was
also
characterised under this segment
Source: (Lovelock 1983; Javalgi &
Moberg 1997).

Some studies have revealed that, once customers have been acquired and
connected to the telecommunications network of a particular operator; their
long-term relations with the focal operator are of greater importance to the
success of the company in competitive markets than they are in other
industry sectors; however, as much as it appears to be a solution, it has been
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unattainable based mobile telecommunications inability to succeed in
consumer retention (Aydin & Ozer 2005). This further clarifies and highlights
the importance of loyalty in any service providing industry.
2.6. THE NIGERIAN MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRY
The utility of a mobile telecommunication service provider can be
GHWHUPLQHG EDVHG RQ FRQVXPHU·V UHDFWLRQ WRZDUGV WKH VHUYLFH SURYLGHG DV
the success of the service is contingent on the ability of the firm to build
relationships with consumers; the consumer should therefore be the primary
objective at the heart of organisational activities which aim at achieving
VDWLVIDFWLRQDQGUHWHQWLRQUHVSHFWLYHO\ 2·FDVV *UDFH$ED\RPL 
However despite this spelt out imperative, research conducted to determine
the satisfaction of consumers with their mobile telecommunication service
providers showed that Nigerian subscribers are unhappy with their service
providers as they failed to adhere to relational activities that focused on the
interests of the consumers (ibid). Furthermore, other discovery suggests that
core issues Nigeria mobile telecommunication service providers (MTSP) face
involve matters concerning congestion of traffic with telecommunication
networks; failure at this basic level of service delivery is undeniably a motive
for negative attitude and dis-loyalty among consumers (Oyatoye & Okafor
2011).It has been posited that telecommunication networks both mobile and
LQWHUQHW EDVHG DUH QHFHVVDU\ IRU 1LJHULD·V HFRQRPLF JURZWK DV LW LV DUJXHG
that the development of a nation to its full potential, in a contemporary
world can never be attained without adequate telecommunication
infrastructure (Tella et al 2007).
In the face of telecommunication related complications either relational or
network oriented, research also showed that of the top competitors in this
sector, some organisations managed to rise above these problems and
achieve efficiency in service provision; this goes to show that these
prescribed service provider requirements to achieve loyalty are indeed
attainable(Oyatoye & Okafor 2011; Abayomi 2011). Commonalities in literary
findings with mobile telecommunication service providers revolve around
factors such as service quality, customer services, customer retention
relationships, communication, switching behaviour and satisfaction
(Parasuraman et al 1985; Ojo 2010; Sharma & Patterson 1999; Omotayo &
-RDFKLP  -RQHV HW DO  2·FDVV  *UDFH   ,UUHVSHFWLYH of the
deferring interpretation in their fabric either analysed as individual units or
as combined constructs, they are all components that previous research have
termed fundamental to telecommunication service provision.
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Customer Retention strategies arguably the ultimate purpose in business
ventures, have been traditionally prescribed as a combination of satisfaction
and service quality provision, however further investigation has identified
switching barriers as the main strategic tool to enhance consumer retention
(Jones et al 2000). Nigerian Telecommunication companies have also been
known to utilise this particular instrument as the driving force behind their
retention activities. Therefore, it is definitely no secret that the recent
introduction of the (MNP) Mobile Number Portability system in Nigeria
introduced on the 26th march 2013 by the Nigerian communication
commission which allows for customer to switch service providers with a lot
of ease has become an unexpected curveball in the traditional operation in
activities (Opara 2013). Events following this introduction included the
reprimand from the Nigerian communication commission (NCC),the body
responsible for regulating telecommunication activities and protecting the
interests of the consumers) to telecommunication companies asking them to
stop frustrating consumers who opt to port and switch from one mobile
service provider to the other(Amaefule 2013). This therefore raises questions
VXFK DV ¶·DUH FXVWRPHUV WUXO\ OR\DO RU DUH WKH\ VLPSO\ UHOXFWDQWWR H[SORUH
based on the nature of the service and switching barriers (Javalgi & Moberg
1997)? Also, are the traditional prescriptions of telecommunication service
provision such as service quality, relationships etc practical in the Nigerian
market? Based on the unravelling of these activities, it is glaring the
continuous changes occurring in the Nigerian mobile telecommunication
industry; this further emphasises the need to investigate and determine the
correlation between theoretical assumptions and practical experiences.
2.7. SUMMARY
Consumers relationships with their brands; an important fragment all too
glaringly obvious in WRGD\·V marketing crazed society that focuses on brand
loyalty and consumer retention activities (Aaker, 1997; Fournier & Yao 1997;
Fournier 1998). The impeding realisation that consumers have a right to
make preference selections and brand choices with the help of societal
norms and consideration-sets has all too well expanded the horizon on
which loyalty based activities are conducted. This explains the presence of
antecedents to loyalty and the need for understanding the basis of their
existence. It also explains the presence of constructed relational
SKHQRPHQRQ·V VXFK DV FRPPXQDO DQG H[FKDQJH) (Aggarwal, 2004). These
brand related phenomenons have proved to not be exclusive to goods alone
as service providing industries attempt to partake in the fruits that
successful brand building activities would yield. However it has been
identified that the Nigerian telecommunication service providing industry is
not without impediments in aspects that are arguably central to this journey.
Therefore, a realisation that the study of trust satisfaction and all major
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constituents of loyalty and relationships, has not only increased the potential
for wanting to know more about these constructs roles in brand building
activities but has also created a possibility for solution in the differing
hurdles that make themselves evident in Nigerian telecommunication service
providing industry (Opara 2013; Jones et al 2000; Russell-Bennet et al 2007).
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CHAPTER THREE
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 RESEARCH OVERVIEW
Having established the basis and theoretical assumptions on which this
research springs forth, this chapter brings to light the methodological
process that was embarked upon in the expedition to uncovering meaning of
the research objectives. In this chapter, elements such as the research
philosophy, research design, data collection approach, explanation of
techniques adopted, sampling, data analysis and interpretation,
trustworthiness and reliability and finally research ethics are expatiated upon
to provide an objective understanding of this researches journey. This
research focuses on exploring the complexity in the social phenomenon in
the context of brand consumer-relationships with the hope of gaining
interpretive understanding from FRQVXPHU·VSHUVSHFWLYHDVGHULYHGIURPWKH
researches prescribed questions and objectives (Collis & Hussey 2003) and
this chapters role in achieving this overall objective is by painting a picture
that forms the frame and prescribes the direction with which this research
endeavours.
3.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES
The context that enables the commencement of this research is in
H[DPLQLQJFRQVXPHUѳVOR\DOW\WRWKHLUPRELOHWHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQservice
providers, from a brandѭconsumer relationship perspective. This broader
context has been methodically broken down into several research questions
to provide an extensive coverage in the dynamic of the subject matter and
ensure practicality in the analysis and interpretation of findings (Saunders et
al 2000). The research questions are as follows:
:KDW PRWLYDWHV FRQVXPHU·V OR\DOW\ WR PRELOH WHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQ
service providers (MTSP) in Nigeria?
&DQ FRQVXPHU·V UHODWLRQVKLSV ZLWK WKHLU SUHIHUUHG PRELOH
telecommunication service providers (MTSP) serve as an antecedent for
loyalty formation?
Do the relationships formed by Nigerian consumers and their service
providers determine the type and stages of loyalty achieved
The objectives theses questions intend to achieve are as follows:
Investigate the formation of brand loyalty in the mobile
telecommunication service providing industry in Nigeria: Amidst the
presence of theoretical findings on brand loyalty in for goods is the
realisation that loyalty formation could possibly differ with good and
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services ; it is theorised that the intangibility of services, makes the
evaluation of service quality more difficult than for goods (Javalgi &
Moberg 1997) which further proposes that brand loyalty may be more
important for services than it is for products (Zeithmal 1981) an
investigation would proffer insight and clarification to such proposed
assumptions
Explore consumer brand-relationships as an antecedent for brand
loyalty formation.
'HWHUPLQH LI WKH UHODWLRQVKLS FRQVXPHU·V IRUP ZLWK WKHLU EUDQGV
affects or predicts the type and stages of loyalty formed.
3.3. RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY
7KLV UHVHDUFK DGRSWHG DQ ¶LQWHUSUHWLYLVP· DSSURDFK PDLQO\ EHFDXVH WKH
questions and objectives designed in this research are primarily to determine
consumer meaning and outcomes based on the social contexts in which they
are created (Collis & Hussey 2003). This paradigm was best suited for this
research, due to its interpretive and exploratory nature, and its ability to
capture and understand the communicative and evaluative aspects of
meaning creation instead of predicting it (Hunt, 1991; Saunders et al 2000).
Amidst the benefits of a posivistic approach, the absence of in-depth
dissection and understanding of meaning generation cannot denied,
therefore arguments in favour of phenomenological evaluation of human
behaviour are not without footing(Collis & Hussey 2003; Carson e al 2001).
The exploratory nature of this research, attempts to understand and answer
loyalty and consumer-UHODWLRQVKLS EDVHG TXHVWLRQV WKDW KDYHQ·W EHHQ
investigated. Furthermore, it raises fundamental relationship based
TXHVWLRQVWKDWWUDGLWLRQDOO\ KDYHQ·W EHHQ DQDO\VHG LQWKH VSHFLILHG VHFWRURI
mobile telecommunication in Nigeria.
3.4. RESEARCH DESIGN ѭ RATIONALE AND JUSTIFICATION
This study explores in detail, consumer brand relationships and loyalty
formation of consumers for their mobile telecommunication service
providers (MTSP). The motivation for this specified sector is based on the
realisation that most research executed in this industry have been
positivistic in nature meaning they have been quantifiable with analysis
made statistically; also research from this perspective focuses on
generalisation and abstraction (Collis & Hussey 2003; Ojo 2012; Oyedijo
2012; Carson e al 2001). Furthermore prior research has shown that the size
of the Nigerian mobile telecommunication industry has possibly been a
motivation for this approach resulting from organisations continuous need
to attain relationships and gain commitment from their consumers (Omotayo
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& Joachim 2007). Firms have therefore strived to monitor and measure
continual changes in consumer behaviour to enable them transcend their
competitors and ensure a profitable outcome (Foxall & Goldsmith 1994)
However, despite the usefulness in these findings, it is undeniable the
benefits that a deeper understanding of consumer behaviour and meaning
formation will propose (Fournier 1998; Fournier & Yao 1997). Furthermore,
LQ XQUDYHOOLQJ WKH W\SH DQG IOH[LELOLW\ RI UHODWLRQVKLSV FRQVXPHUV· IRUP WKDW
may or may not possibly lead to loyalty, those proposed brand building and
organisational activities become attainable (Aaker 1997; Foxall & Goldsmith
1994). The adoption of an interpretive approach for this research, gives
room for that inept understanding of issues in consumer behaviour and their
continuous evolution with the continuous growing market (ibid). Finally,
emanating from the grounded theory of brand loyalty and all the
components surrounding it, it has become apparent the need to build on
existing premises or highlight possible theoretical assumptions that have
not been ineptly investigated (Fournier 1998, Curran et al 2010, Day 1976,
Dick & Basu 1994, Oliver 1999).
3.5. METHODOLOGY
2ULJLQDWLQJ IURP WKH ¶SKHQRPHQRORJLFDO· QDWXUH RI WKLV UHVHDUFK ZKLFK
describes meaning as created b\ DQ LQGLYLGXDO·V FRQVFLRXVQHVV DURVH WKH
method adopted for the collection and analysis of data (Carson et al, 2001;
Thompson, 2007). A qualitative methodology was adopted with the use of indepth-interviews and focus groups as the tools for primary data collection to
allow for actual depiction and to draw psychological depth in lived
experiences (Churchill & Brown 2007; Hague 2002; Collis & Hussey 2003
Malhotra & Birks 2006). It was conducted in the city of Abuja, Nigeria; the
capital city of the nation with a vast representation of diverse cultures and
ethnicity. The study comprised of seven in-depth interviews and a focus
JURXS FRQVLVWLQJ RI HLJKW UHVSRQGHQWV ZLWK DQ KRXU·V ZRUWK RI GDWD
accumulating to a total of plus or minus eight hours worth of data
presumably sufficient for an indebt interpretation and analysis. The focus
group was conducted first, and the eight respondents constituted of five
male and three female respondents. The discussion was held in a round
table setting to enable the respondents interact with one another;
furthermore interaction began on a neutral yet superficial topic to ease
respondents into discussing freely. Light refreshment was offered as
incentive and interviews were recorded and transcribed accordingly.
The findings from the group set the scene for the basis of the in-depth
LQWHUYLHZV FRQGXFWHG DIWHUZDUGV DV UHVSRQGHQW·V XQFRYHUHG JHQHUDO
perceptions, ideologies and opinions they perceived on the subject matter.
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The focus group was conducted in a semi-structured format (Saunders et al
2000; Hague 2002) with the aid of a topic and theme-sheet guide to keep
the discussion in context (see appendix 1). Subsequently, individual in-depth
interviews were also conducted; this allowed for a one-on-one extensive
elaboration on personal opinions. Respondents consisted of three female
and four male individuals. It was also conducted in a semi-structural format
and prompts/probes were used to encourage respondents to discuss issues
they were initially un-descriptive about. After the sixth interview, opinions
and feedback as given by respondents seemed to circulate around similar
ideologies this led to the conclusion by the seventh interview that data would
be sufficient for analysis and theoretical saturation had been attained in this
particular context.
3.6. SAMPLING
As previously mentioned prior researches on the Nigerian mobile
telecommunication industry have been quantitative in nature with vast
sampling sizes for depiction of validity in statistical contexts (Oyedijo, 2012;
Oladele, 2011). However, seeing as the basis of this research arises from the
analysis of depth and not the width of data, the sampling technique and size
depicted was constructed on the basis of this consciousness.
3.7. SAMPLING TECHNIQUE AND SIZE
The sampling technique used for the collection of data was a combination of
self-selection and judgemental sampling (Collis & Hussey 2003; Saunders et
al 2000). The judgemental/purposive sampling was used for the focus group
based on the need to generate a sample size representing each of the four
leading telecommunication companies operating in Nigeria. Therefore, two
participants representing each of the service operators were contacted to
partake in the focus group. However, the in-depth interviews were conducted
with the self-selection sampling technique which comprises of allowing an
interested individual to take part in the interview process after they have
expressed a desire to take part in the research process. Knowledge of the
research was publicised via social media outlet and interested individuals
who responded were contacted and interviewed (Saunders et al 2000).
The sample size as mentioned earlier comprised of six in-depth interviews
and one focus group which accumulated to about seven hours worth of data.
Also based on prior research which focused primarily on grounded theory
and meaning formation (Fournier &Yao, 1997; Fournier, 1998), the size was
deemed an accurate representation which would result in relevant
conclusion.
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3.8. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The onset of data analysis began with a general review of data, this was to
enable an understanding of the structure with which the data was evolving as
mentioned before, interviews were recorded due to the nature of the
research being interpretive and meaning oriented. Following this, the
analytical procedure commenced with a coding process based on a
qualitative FRGLQJ SURFHVV EHLQJ GHILQHG DV ¶a word or short phrase that
symbolically assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or
evocative attribute for a portion of language-based or visual data· 6DOGDQa,
2013). The application of this research not only helped reorganise and
restructure the data but also resulted in the discovery of a large volume of
summative words describing meaning of statements and reactions. The
consequent move was to come up with categories that would further
summate and group these findings; it is also important to note that these
categories were formed, based on identified patterns that eventuated during
the course of reading, re-reading and continuous rearrangement of
transcribed data (Collis & Hussey 2003; Saunders et al 2000)(see appendix
2). This finally resulted in the generation of core themes that became the
basis for interpretation and contextualisation.
The analytical process as described above, began with the transcripts derived
from the focus group interview, findings from this process enabled the
modification of certain probes that were further used for the one-on-one
interviews based on the fact that certain resounding themes found in the
analysis helped in coordinating the format for inquiry during the in-depth
interviews. Furthermore, during analysis effort was made to minimise bias
from researchers interpretation via the procreation of as many codes that
could best illuminate and explain the scenario finally, Interpretation was
based on the context of research with emphasis revolving around loyalty,
relationship and commitment.
3.9. RELIABILITY AND ETHICS
One of the greatest threats to a researches conclusion can be found with
REVHUYHU·V bias; this is based on the assumption that we cannot detach
ourselves from the world we are studying or avoid relying on commonsense,
knowledge and life experiences when interpreting it (Crouch & Housden
1996; Saunders et al 2000). Based on this consciousness, an effort was made
to verify each process by asking respondents to clarify intended meaning for
responses given. As mentioned earlier, the interview process was recorded to
ensure validity of the data; with the understanding that every research need
adhere to certain ethical obligations to protect the interest of the subjects
party to the research (Crouch & Housden1996; Saunders et al 2000),
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respondents were informed about the subject matter prior to the interviews
and also permission was attained for the recording of the interview sessions
in order to ensure that ethical obligations were adhered to.
3.10. LIMITATIONS
(YHU\ UHVHDUFK SURFHVV LVQ·W ZLWKRXW FKDOOHQJHV LQ LWV H[HFXWLRQ Crouch &
Housden 1996); however recognising these limitations could proffer
objectivity and clearer interpretation of findings. The limitations encountered
in the methodological process of this research include:
During the focus group interviews ,some respondents proved to be
more opinionated than others, this might have resulted in an
unevenness in the expression of opinions by each respondent
During the in-depth interviews, some respondents, tended to go offtrack in the course of the interviews and had to be reminded and
brought back to context and finally,
the interpretive nature of this research did not allow for a statistically
representational sample of the entire population being research
These limitations, should be noted when examining the findings that
emerged from this process.
3.11. SUMMARY
In the body of a research endeavour the most popularly know paradigms
utilised for execution of analysis have either been positivism and
interpretivism. While some adopt the former for its implementation of
objectivity and independent ideologies, others adopt the latter with its
exploratory and interactive nature when trying to comprehend and
understand meaning as established in context (Collis & Hussey 2003;
Saunders et al 2000). The interpretive philosophy serves as a guiding tool in
the construction of a research design methodological process that aids in
this agenda. This process slowly and clearly made evident in the construct of
this research.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Following the methodological process conducted in this research, the main
objective of this chapter is the rigorous explanation of the findings,
emergent patterns, themes formed, and possible conceptualisation
established. The analysis of data that transpired in this research was
executed with the comprehension that data was not compiled for statistical
analysis but for an interpretive one. Therefore findings were examined based
on meaning intended and derived.
4.1 INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
Questions in the interview were generally designed to investigate loyalty and
relationship formation in contexts central to mobile telecommunications
service providers. The focus group interview identified important
components relevant to consumers in situations testing for loyalty in the
mobile telecommunication industry. The main constituents that consumers
regarded were the major prerequisites for any service provider included;
Service quality (network), customer service and price. Therefore,
interviews and analysis that followed revolved around these constituents. To
enable understanding of the analysis, the telecommunication service
providers that respondents patronised were amidst the four major providers
functioning in Nigeria namely; Mtn, Globacom, Etisalat and Airtel.
Following the categorisation and in-depth analysis, the two major themes
that were identified where Performance and relationships.
4.1.1 PERFORMANCE
Performance in this research was conceptualised based on findings realised
from the summary of the categories discovered. Findings suggest that
performance of the mobile telecommunication service providers (MTSP) in all
major components of (service quality, price and customer service) is a major
determinant of the type relationship created that leads to loyalty. The arrival
at this conclusion emerged from certain sub-themes that consistently
reoccurred amidst respondents which progressively led to the following
analytical
assumptions.
These
subthemes
include
satisfaction,
dissatisfaction, switching barrier, dependency and functionality were
discovered to be elements respondents used to categorise the existence of
performance. It is imperative to note that with the findings, performance was
directly linked to the existence of loyalty and relationships or the absence of
it and these sub themes are the make-up of this performance.
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4.1.2 Satisfaction: Satisfaction has been defined as an attitude-like
judgement following a purchase act or based on series of consumer product
interactions (Day 1977). With studies describing satisfaction as an
antecedent of brand attitude, intention and attitudinal brand loyalty for
consumer services, findings discovering satisfaction as being very important
to the existence of loyalty with service providers, may not be farfetched; the
presence of satisfaction was directly attributable to the performance of their
service providers
TABLE 2: SAMPLE HIGHLIGHTING SATISFACTION
Stephanie (Globacom is a good network, because they have)Quality
service, wide coverage and relatively cheap tariff compared
to others, in general eveU\WLPH,ѳYHQHHGHGWRXVHP\SKRQH
it has been efficient
Muktar
(my) pride is, Mtn always delivers!..........Airtel always had one
network problem or the other and again airtel, if airtel should
have a problem, it would take like 24hours to solve but if Mtn
should have a problem, the population would not even allow the
problem to last long. Before you know it, they would address it
because Mtn is more reliable. That part I am satisfied with.
Sembene

...for me, as long as my life is made easy in terms of
FRPPXQLFDWLRQWKURXJKP\PRELOHSKRQHWKHQ,·PVDWLVILHG

It is important to note that of the seven respondents in-depthly interviewed,
only three stated above expressed a level of satisfaction with expressive
positive attitude towards their providers. Respondents identified that the
main reason they patronise their provider is simply based on the satisfaction
derived from the performance of the provider, furthermore, respondents also
tended to have a positive connotation while expressing satisfaction in the
functionality of their service providers; this finding could be arguably
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQDORI2OLYHU·V  SUHVFULSWLRQRIVDWLVIDFWLRQDVDQHFHVVDU\
component of loyalty.
4.1.3. Dissatisfaction: Just as strongly as satisfaction was a major criterion
IRU FRQVXPHU·V OR\DOW\ ZLWK WKHLU VHUYLFH SURYLGHUV VR DOVR ZDV
dissatisfaction/disappointment. This was one of the major findings realised
with respondents in all the components that tested for loyalty; when probed
about issues involving perception, attitude and preference selection,
disappointment and dissatisfaction was expressed in relation to the
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performance in the functionality of their service providers. Respondents
expressed disappointment with their service providers and comments such
as these emerged.
TABLE 3: SAMPLE HIGHLIGHTING DISSATISFACTION
Obinna Michael

............. (My service provider) has poor network reception
DQG WKHUH DUH VRPH SODFHV \RX GRQ·W HYHQ JHW D VWDEOH
connection at all and when it comes to their expenses, they
are quite expensive, they extort a lot.........
Mtn they usually have a system malfunction whereby you
lose all the credit you have, your credit balance goes to
zero and they never ever refund you.......I have been so
angry that I've tossed my phone on the wall a couple of
times just because I wasn't satisfied with what I was
getting

Cynthia

......I am not satisfied at all! They do not do their jobs at
all...I am definitely an unsatisfied customer basically
bearing with them until the next best thing comes.
Owanumeruwan One thing I don't like about my service provider is that
their data service, they are being stingy about it....I expect
so much more from them... But I don't get that from them.

From the data analysed with the sample indicated above, it revealed that the
deep-seated dissatisfaction respondents expressed towards their service
providers was particularly directed towards its performance and functionality
or the absence of it. Respondents expressed how the use of their service
providers has resulted in a displeased relationship whereby one party is left
unhappy due WKH SURYLGHU·V inability to perform its objective. This has
further affected the existence and type of loyalty that was presumably
existent within the mind space of these consumers. It is important to note
however that despite the fact that respondents identified dissatisfaction in
performance as a factor that may affect their loyalty, some of them still
regarded themselves as loyal therefore dissatisfaction on its own was not
enough to dissuade loyalty in whatever form it took (see 4.1.5. below).
4.1.4. Switching barrier: The switching barrier was a strong component
associated with mobile service provider and was consequently discovered as
salient in any and every component of data measuring for loyalty and
retention activities. Consumers who described themselves as loyal revealed
that the difficulty involved in changing/switching providers might be the
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primary underlining reason for that declaration of loyalty. Others also
identified an emotion of feeling stuck to their service provider with no
alternative. The major component that restricted this change to a different
network was WKHSRVVHVVLRQRID ¶PRELOHQXPEHU·LW ZDVSURIHVVHGWKDWWKH
unwillingness to lose these numbers ZKLFKWKH\·GEHFRPHDWWDFKHGWR is the
reason they stay committed
TABLE 4: SAMPLE HIGHLIGHTING SWITCHING BEHAVIOUR
Miriam

Ҁ, FRXOG KDYH ZHOO MXVW FKDQJHG DQG VZDSSHG
networks from Etisalat to any other network providers
EXW , GRQѳW EHFDXVH RI WKH VWUHVV it would take me to
VZDSҀLI,QHHGHGWRFKDQJHIURPRQHSURYLGHUWRWKH
other, I have to buy a sim-FDUGWKDWѳVEHLQJUHJLVWHUHG
to get registered it would take me days, I would
probably stand in the queue for hours wait my turn,
WKHUHѳV VR PXFK WKDW JRes into registering for just a
simple sim-FDUG,GRQѳWVHHWKHSRLQWWREHKRQHVW6R
that it stressful.

Obinna Michael

Yea, let me put it this way, my main network is Mtn, the
UHDVRQ,KDYHWRVWLFNZLWKWKHPLVPDLQO\EHFDXVHLW·VWKH
line everyone uses to reach me, this is the line people use
to contact me most of my business contacts and even
VRFLDOFDOOVWKLVLVWKHOLQHSHRSOHNQRZPHZLWKVRLWZRQ·W
be easy just transiting to a different network but of course
I did have the option of adding another network to it but I
GRQ·W VHH WKH GLIIHUHQFH EHFDXVH RWKHU QHWZRUNV DUHQ·W
that different from Mtn so transiting to a different
QHWZRUNZRQ·WUHDOO\KHOS«, PVWXFNDVDFXVWRPHU«

owanumeruwan I do not see it as I patronise them because they are the
best, I see it as though they are no other choices out there
that is why I am stuck with this one.

4.1.5 Dependency: Dependency as defined by this research is the
unshakable reliance on service providers to perform their jobs without
regard or question of their competence level. It was discovered that
respondents were majorly dependent on the functionality of their service
providers; UHVSRQGHQW·V responses left an impression of resignation to the
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options provided and left without choice. As mentioned earlier in (4.1.3.), it
was identified that irrespective of respondents expression of dissatisfaction
towards performance, some respondents still regarded themselves as loyal,
the reason driving that declaration has been elaborated here as dependency.
Respondents have relied on their individual providers based on lack of
choice and option and therefore do not regard an expression of attitude as a
determining factor motivating change.
TABLE 5: SAMPLE HIGHLIGHTING DEPENDENCY
Muktar

... Like I mentioned earlier, Mtn is like a woman she
doesn't give me the attention I want but it doesn't
mean I will leave her...
Sembene
,W·VYHU\FRPSOLFDWHGWKH\ 0WQ DUHDODUJHQHWZRUNWKH\
UHODWH WR XV LQ D JHQHUDO VHQVHWKH\ FDQ·W MXVW OHDYH WKH
needs of others and attend to me, so that kind of
relationship doesn't work because it feels like one party is
dependent on the other.
owanumeruwan «,WKLQN WKH\ DUH D QHFHVVDU\ HYLO«, ZRXOG GR DZD\ ZLWK
them if a better choice comes around but since there is no
better choice, I'm stuck with them .
4.1.6. Functionality: it is impossible to talk about performance without
mentioning functionality as they are intricately related. Functionality was
discovered to be at the heart of services expected by consumers;
respondents every emotional relation and reaction was directly related to the
functionality of the provider. Their declarations revolved around expressing
ZKDWWKHLUSURYLGHUVFRXOGRUFRXOGQ·WGRIRUWKHPDnd what they should or
VKRXOGQ·WGRIRUWKHP
TABLE 6: SAMPLE HIGHLIGHTING FUNCTIONALITY
Stephanie

7KLQJV WKDW PDNH P\ Ѳ*OREDFRPѳ D JRRG H[SHULHQFH
for me) quality service, wide coverage and relatively
FKHDS WDULII FRPSDUHG WR RWKHUVҀLQ JHQHUDO HYHU\
time I've needed to use my phone it has been efficient
Obinna Michael «RN LI WKHUH LV D QHWZRUN RXW WKHUH ZLOOLQJ WR GHOLYHU DW
OHDVW*PLQLPXP*SHUIRUPDQFH,ZRXOGORYHWKDW««
owanumeruwan «, ZRXOG DOVR OLNH EHWWHU GDWD VHUYLFHV IURP 0WQ 
especially with the blackberry, I would like to see that
when the data services are being offered it doesn't stall
whether it 2G, 3G or 4G network I want it to be fast and
good
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This led to the conclusion that, for any sort of relationship to exist, attitude
be formed or loyalty existent, there must be a level of assessment by the
consumer on the functionality of the service provided. This in turn will affect
WKH DWWLWXGH WKDW·V formed and will in turn explain the kind of relationship
existent between both parties.
4.2. RELATIONAL DISPOSITION
The second major theme identified in the analysis of data was the concept of
relational disposition. This term was crafted based on the identification of
findings that showed that attitude/disposition that was expressed by
respondents was in relation to their providers and the interaction between
both parties. Respondents identified strong emotional dispositions towards
their individual service providers. Findings revealed that performance and a
FRQVXPHU·V UHODWLRQDO GLVSRVLWLRQ ZHUH GLUHFWO\ OLQNHG IXUWKHUPRUH
relationships were discovered to be formed based on the emotional
expressions that emerged from the performance and disposition/attitude of
the service provider. Findings not only supported the notion that relationaldisposition of the consumer are a significant part in loyalty formation but
also highlighted interesting realisations that showed that relational
phenomenon was a concept directly influenced by performance and
furthermore served as an antecedent to the type of loyalty existent (Fournier
& Yao 1997;). Further analysis discovered that these emotional reactions
were as a result of consumers encounter with their service providers. The
elements/subthemes for relational disposition include, deception,
unfaithful/cheating, friendly/cordial, tolerance/considerate
4.2.1. Deception: This was one of the strong emotional dispositions
expressed by respondents about their providers; this strong emotion of
GHFHLW ZDV REVHUYHGWR EH GLUHFWO\ OLQNHGWR UHVSRQGHQW·V SHUFHSWLRQ RIWKH
provider which diagnosed the kind of relationship existent. Deceit was
characterised by being misled and an absence of transparency in
performance by their providers. Being untruthful as described by
respondents was also classified as being deceptive and expressions of anger
and frustration were central to this premise.
TABLE 7: SAMPLE HIGHLIGHTING DECEPTION
owanumeruwan 8PPҀDV IRU WKH FXVWRPHU VHUYLFH WKH\ WHOO \RX WKH\
are going to do something, the most likely will not do
it, they are polite and nice but I'm not calling you to be
polite and nice to me I'm calling you to fix my
problem!
Obinna Michael «DW WKH HQG RI WKH GD\ ZKHQ , WKLQN DERXW LW EHLQJ WKH
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Cynthia

QHWZRUNWKDWJLYHVPHDOOWKDWKHDGDFKHLW·VDOODORDGRI
crap! It GRHVQ·W FKDQJH P\ RSLQLRQ RU DWWLWXGH DERXW
WKHP«LW·VOLNH,VHHWKURXJKDll their deception.
0WQSURPRWLRQDORIIHUV ,W·VDEODWDQWOLH,GRQ·WEHOLHYH
WKHLU SURPRWLRQDO RIIHUV LW·V OLNH D VFKHPH , ZDQW PRUH
PRQH\IURPP\FOLHQWVDQGWKDW·VWKHZD\,FDQJHWLW« I
feel betrayed somehow because Mtn keeps telling you one
thing and doing the other. Even when I use the bundles
WKH FKDUJH PH D ODUJH DPRXQW RI PRQH\ DQG WKH\ GRQ·W
deliver. And before you know it, you need to recharge
\RXUSKRQHDJDLQVR,UHDOO\GRQ·WXQGHUVWDQGZK\

4.2.2. Unfaithful/Cheating: the concept of cheating and being unfaithful is
traditionally a relational one; in this research certain traits have been found
to represent this emotional expression. Respondents conveyed the feelings
associated with disappointment and dissatisfaction (see 4.1.3.) in services
provided. Reactions tended towards an emotion of feeling cheated and
betrayed by their service providers.
TABLE 8: SAMPLE HIGHLIGHTING UNFAITHFULNESS
Obinna
Michael

Cynthia

Miriam
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Well there are times I am so hurt as a matter of fact, I
have been so angry that I've tossed my phone on the wall
D FRXSOH RI WLPHVҀWKLV KDV PDGH PH HPRWLRQDOO\
vulnerable to their actions.
We are not in sync in anyway what I want isn't what they
DUH JLYLQJ PH ZKDW WKH\ DUH JLYLQJ PH LV ZKDW , GRQѳW
care about and
like I VDLG HDUOLHU LWѳV D RQH VLGHG
relationship I feel cheated.
I feel betrayed somehow because Mtn keeps telling you one
WKLQJDQGGRQJWKHRWKHU« ,I0WQZHUHDSHUVRQLWZRXOGEH 
like a husband that is cheating on you! All the time going out
with RWKHUJLUOVLW·VUHDOO\KRZ,IHHO,WUXVWHGWKHP, YHEHHQ
XVLQJ WKHP IRU \HDUV LW·V OLNH \RX VLJQ D FRQWUDFW DQG WKH\
end up cheating on you and taking your money at the same
time.
, GHILQLWHO\ GRQ·W WUXVW WKHP WKH\ VHQG PH UDQGRP WH[W
messages of promotional winnings that are not really true
ZK\ GR WKH\ OLH WR WKH SXEOLF EODWDQWO\ , GRQ·W ILQG WKDW
intriguing in any way. I can show you one! How can I trust
someone that I feel is out to cheat me!
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4.2.3. Friendly/cordial: A unique expression of pleasure from service
provided was expressed in relation to satisfaction of services although less
frequently expressed than that of deceit and unfaithfulness, it was never the
less present. Respondents who defined their relationships with their
providers as being friendly and/or cordial, where those identified as having a
positive disposition towards their providers they were also those who
expressed a level of satisfaction to their providers (see4.1.2.). Furthermore,
they expressed at some level understanding and acceptance of the
relationship they shared with their providers.
TABLE 9: SAMPLE HIGHLIGHTING FRIENDLY/CORDIAL DISPOSITION
owanumeruwan 0\UHODWLRQVKLSZLWK 0WQ ҀҀLWѳVDFRUGLDOUHODWLRQVKLS
LW LV QRW SHUVRQDO LWѳV QRW D UHODWLRQVKLS , ZRXld be
proud to bear, it is not one I would secretly hide either
LWѳV MXVW LQ-EHWZHHQ LWѳV MXVW WKHUH ,I , PD\ SXW LW WKLV
way, we are on speaking terms formal speaking terms
Stephanie
0\UHODWLRQVKLSZLWKWKHPLVFRUGLDODQGIULHQGO\«,ZRXOG
say that a better service quality would make for a stronger
kind of relationship I mean then I would really be into
them I just felt that's the level for now and may a better
service can improve that
Muktar

Well I have a very positive attitude towards Mtn because I
still feel they are the best network in Nigeria. I like hem
they are like a friend to me

4.2.4. Tolerance/considerate: respondents were discovered to be tolerant
of the services derived from their providers; responses related that of
consideration for the service providers and their inadequacy to perform their
jobs. Tolerance was discovered to be directly related to major aspects of the
functionality of the provider and its capabilities or the absence of it.
TABLE 10: SAMPLE HIGHLIGHTING TOLERANCE/CONSIDERATION
Muktar
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Well I understand that the market is large and they have
other customers....I wouldn't act as if I am the only one
because even if I did it wouldn't change anything so I have
to make do with what is available to me
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Sembene

«,GRQ·WWKLnk they (Mtn) put any one into consideration they've
QRWVLQJOHGPHRXW««%XWLW·VQRWOLNH,KDYHDFKRLFH,KDYHWR
DFFHSW ZKDW WKH\ JLYH PH EHFDXVH FRPSODLQLQJ ZRQ·W LPSURYH
my situation
Stephanie They (Mtn) are there to provide a service not just to me but to
many other people so whether or not I'm happy with the service
WKH\JLYHGRHVQ·WUHDOO\PDWWHU, PRQHDPRQJPLOOLRQV
Furthermore, respondents who expressed a tolerable attitude towards their
providers also tended to be those who seemed to be satisfied with the
services they received.
4.3. The link between Performance and Relational-disposition
Performance and relational-disposition have been identified as the core
themes associated with loyalty for mobile telecommunication service
providers. Findings have justifiably revealed the basis for their existence.
Additionally it is important to note that despite their separation as individual
units, they are interdependent on each other as the components that
materialize to shape the existence of one, directly affects the existence of
the other. The combination of these units defines clearly the relationship
existent between the consumer and their providers.
FIGURE 1: DIAGRAM SHOWING THE LINK BETWEEN PERFORMANCE AND
RELATIONAL DISPOSITION

Performance
Relational-‐Disposition  

Relationships  are  formed  
based  on  emotional  
dispositions  that  
originate  from  consumers  
reactions  to  performance

Components  that  
aggregate  a  service  
providers  performance  
determine  the  
relational-‐disposition  
that  form  relationships  
existent.  

4.4. ADDITIONAL FINDINGS
Additional exploration found respondents to be primarily spuriously and
cognitively loyal (Oliver, 1999; Day, 1964) as they appeared to patronise
more than one service provider. Surprisingly, respondents who also had a
positive attitude towards their providers despite what they prescribed as
their commitment level, also happened to be spuriously loyal; there was no
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identification of explicitly truly loyal consumers who were faithful to their
providers
FIGURE 2:

ͻDependency
ͻSatisfaction
ͻDissatisfaction
ͻSwitching  barrier  
ͻfunctionality

Performance

Relational  
Disposition      
ͻDeceptive
ͻUnfaithful/cheat
ͻFriendly/cordial
ͻTolerance/considerate

ͻCognitive  /Spurious
ͻtrue  affective/conative

loyalty    

The above diagram, illustrates what is called the loyalty evolution module
found in service providers. Analysis revealed that performance and
relational-disposition were the two main criteria involved with mobile
telecommunications in Nigeria; it also revealed that these major themes with
their inherent sub-themes as identified above directly predict the outcome of
relationships formed and ultimately loyalty developed. This module was
developed based on findings specific to Nigerian consumers and their mobile
telecommunication service providers; bearing however the argument that the
tables analysis may be applicable to the entire mobile telecommunication
industry in the pursuit for loyalty.
The word evolution was coined based on the progression in stages that
resulted in loyalty. As illustrated above, the constituents of performance:
(dependency, satisfaction, dissatisfaction, switching-barriers, functionality)
found in telecommunication services directly relate to the kind of relationaldisposition formed. These constituents from the relational-disposition:
(deceptive, unfaithful, tolerance, friendly/cordial) ultimately result in a type
of loyalty either (spurious/cognitive or true affective/co native). The loyalty
phase has been defined as the concluding point of evolution, however, the
loyalty identified in mobile telecommunication services, was not
ultimate/true in nature as there was not explicit commitment to the provider.
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The negative attributes of performance identified above highlighted in red,
where those that evoked a relational disposition consisting of
(deceptiveness, tolerance and unfaithfulness) these explain-ably resulted in a
cognitive/spurious form of loyalty. However the positive attributes of
(satisfaction and functionality) expressed in the performance which
manifested into a (friendly/cordial) relational-disposition did not ultimately
result in a true ultimate loyalty. It also resulted in a cognitive and spurious
form of loyalty. This led to the conclusion that as regards to Nigerian
consumers, there was no expression true loyalty. Loyalty was predominantly
spurious with no sign of chance.
Respondents despite their positive affirmation for their providers were found
to subscribe to competing providers to compensate for the performance of
their providers. They were as explained earlier more tolerant of the actions
of their providers.
TABLE 11: SAMPLE IDENTIFYING LOYALTY
Muktar

Ҁ,Q WKH ORQJ UXQ , VHH 0WQ LPSURYLQJ DQG LI \RX ORRN LQWR
WKH PDUNHW 0WQ DOZD\V GRHV LW EHWWHU , DP D OR\DO IDQ ,ѳP
thinking of adding MTN as paUWRIP\QDPHҀ
Ҁ,ѳYHEHHQXVLQJ0WQIRUPRUHWKDQ\HDUVQRZDQGDVIRU
Glo, less than a month. Glo is like my substitute line I have it
MXVW LQ FDVH , QHHG WR PDNH D FDOO DQG , FDQѳW UHDFK DQ\ RQH
Ҁ

Stephanie Well I have other lines but, I only used them to supplement its
little deficiencies or just for the sake or varieties or new
experience entirely. But I still keep to my provider in spite all
WKDWLWGRHVQ·WGRIRUPH ODXJKV

4.5. SUMMARY
Based on the discovery that performance with relational-disposition drives
meaning creation in relation to mobile telecommunication in Nigeria; an
aggregation of findings led to the realisation that Nigerian consumers, arrive
at loyalty with their providers based on an innate evaluation of performance
and relational-disposition. This ultimately presents an array of emotions that
result in a purchase behaviour that has been identified to be
cognitive/spurious in nature. The definition of cognitive/Spurious loyalty as
adopted to be in correlation with findings is as follows: - A superficial state
of loyalty in which consumers consider only certain attributes of the brand to
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make the repeat-purchase decision without satisfaction evaluations being
made during or after the purchase(Dick & Basu 1994: Oliver 1999).
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CHAPTER FIVE
5. DISCUSSION
Assessing the body of research proceeding to this stage; findings are
arguably primed enough to either contest or coincide with theoretical
assumptions identified in literature. Discussion will therefore commence with
the guidance from research objectives and questions prescribed earlier. With
the objective to discover; what PRWLYDWHV FRQVXPHUѳV OR\DOW\ WR PRELOH
telecommunication service providers (MTSP) in Nigeria? Findings have
identified that consumHU·V OR\DOW\ IRUPDWLRQ ZLWK WKHLU WHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQ
VHUYLFH SURYLGHU·V LV GHSHQGHQW RQ WKH SHUIRUPDQFH DQG UHODWLRQDOdispositions of these consumers.
Loyalty was mostly performance driven and the relationships formed were
influenced E\FRQVXPHU·VUHODWLonal disposition. This clearly explains the role
of performance and relational-disposition as motivational tools for OR\DOW\·V
existence. The prescribed components of performance and relationaldisposition when compared with traditional loyalty components of
(attitude/behaviour, trust, satisfaction) (Oliver 1999; Chaudhuri & Holbrook
2001; Day 1977), coincides with theoretical assumptions as far as the
generic definition of loyalty is concerned. However additional findings
demonstrate that positive attitude does not necessarily translate into an
ultimate/true type of loyalty. This was identified earlier with consumers who
exhibited a friendly/cordial attitude towards their providers but ultimately
remained spuriously loyal. On this level it can be inferred that findings do
not correlate with theoretical assumption as prescribed by Oliver (1999),
Dick & Basu (1994) DQG&XUUDQ·VHWDO  
Furthermore, Jones et al (2000) argued that switching barriers are a strategic
tool implemented by service providers to ensure consumer retention/loyalty.
Due to the nature of the kind of service involved in a mobile
telecommunication industry, loyalty was found to be strongly connected to
WKH UHWHQWLRQ RI RQH·V PRELOH QXPEHU WKLV ZDV JUHDWO\ LGHQWLILHG DV D
switching barrier among other factors that prevented the sole investment in
an alternative; one of these factors was identified as dependency.
Furthermore, analysis also revealed that respondents who expressed a
negative relational disposition towards their providers, tended to remain
with those providers based on the presence of switching barriers; findings
show a correlation between theoretical assumption as prescribed by Jones et
al (2000) mentioned above.
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With relation to the research question; do the relationships formed by
Nigerian consumers and their service providers determine the type and
stages of loyalty achieved"$QG&DQFRQVXPHUѳVUHODWLRQVKLSVZLWKWKHLU
preferred mobile telecommunication service providers (MTSP) serve as
an antecedent for loyalty formation? Findings reveal that relationships can
indeed serve as an antecedent to loyalty; however in the Nigerian mobile
telecommunication industry, the process by which this is prescribed is
through the performance and relational-disposition as measured by the
consumer. The performance and relational-disposition constituents in their
entirety SURYHG LGHQWLFDO WR FHUWDLQ UHODWLRQDO IRUPV LQ )RXUQLHU·V 1998)
consumer relationship theory. Elements of deceptiveness, dissatisfaction,
and unfaithfulness were identical to what Fournier (1998) described as an
enslavement form of relationship. This enslavement form of relationship is
defined as that non-voluntary union governed entirely by the relationship
partner in which despite involving negative feelings, persists based on
circumstances. Another relational description made by Fournier (1998) that
mirrors the findings of satisfaction, friendly/cordial and tolerance in this
research, is the causal friends relationship form; this was defined as a
friendship low in intimacy characterised by in infrequent or sporadic
engagement and few exceptions of reciprocity or reward. Therefore this
demonstrates that 1LJHULDQ FRQVXPHU·V GR LQGHHG IRUP UHODWLRQVKLSV ZLWK
their providers and those relationships do serve as antecedents to the type
of loyalty formed.
5.1. RELATIONSHIPS AND LOYALTY
Previous research has established that relationships are a prerequisite to
loyalty formation in the general context (Fournier 1998; Fournier & Yao
1997), analysis conducted in this research has discovered that the
assumption made in this statement is applicable to mobile
telecommunication service providers and Nigerian consumers; this was
based on the exposé that the relational-disposition and performance level
impacts the relationship formed by both parties; this relationship in turn
determines the type of loyalty. Furthermore, an additional territory that this
research revealed is the fact that the relationships Nigerians predominantly
formed with their service providers resulted ultimately in a spurious form of
loyalty this was based on the influence that performance and relational
disposition had in the manifestation of that decision. Additionally, societal
norms did not seem to have significant impact on the relationships formed;
mainly because the relational-disposition of consumer towards their service
providers served as a stronger determinant of relationships than societal
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norms. Furthermore, in the case of consumers decision made from their
consideration set,
Further findings in relation to research objectives identified that &XUUDQ·VHW
al (2010) theoretical assumptions on the progression of loyalty with time,
definitely has merits in the context in which it had been applied; however, it
did not seem to resonate with the findings in this research. This is based on
WKH UHDOLVDWLRQ WKDW FRQVXPHU·V UHODWLRQDO GLVSRVLWLRQV WRZDUGV WKHLU
providers were primarily of a negative nature; this manifested itself into a
cognitive and spurious form of loyalty and did not evolve or progress from
that poinW )XUWKHUPRUH WKH SRVVLEOH ¶exception· WKRVH UHVSRQGHQWV ZKR
categorise themselves as somewhat satisfied irrespective of performance,
happened to exhibit spurious tendencies and were not exclusive to their
providers, this revealed that they did not reflect strong affect towards their
providers and therefore revealed cognitive like tendencies. Cognitive as
mentioned earlier as used in this research means loyalty based on a
transactional behaviour and without affect or the spurious in-commitment to
one provider (Day, 1964; Oliver, 1999).
FIGURE 3:

The above diagram is a conceptual model designed and best suited to
describe OR\DOW\·V existence in the Nigerian mobile telecommunication
industry. And components prescribed by the diagram are only applicable to
this context. To answer the question, can relationships serve as antecedents
to loyalty? This research shows that performance and relational-disposition
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generally affect the type of relationship a consumer forms with their mobile
service provider. It also shows the direct link between this relationship which
KDV EHHQ LGHQWLILHG WR SRVVHVV )RXUQLHU·V   UHODWLRQDO IRUPV RI
enslavement and causal relationships. This has in turn described the kind of
loyalty formed within them. Therefore, it can be assumed that relationships
can definitely serve as antecedents to loyalty however, it should be noted
that these relationVKLSV DUHQ·W IRUPHG RXW RI WKLQ-air but are influenced by
the performance level of the service provider integrated with the relationaldisposition of the consumer.
5.2. SUMMARY
Concepts conceived have been categorically broken down and merged with
WKHRU\DVDWZKHUHUHOHYDQWOR\DOW\·V concept and its formation process has
been outlined present in accord with theoretical assumptions that express its
existence; however findings disputed the assumption that suggests positive
attitude and behaviour automatically results in loyalty. Research found that
positive attitude alone is not a strong enough element to guarantee loyalty.
Furthermore major findings of performance and relational-disposition
identified their place with theoretical assumptions of relationships. The role
of relationships as antecedents to loyalty was also discovered which resulted
in the composition of a framework that best depicted and explained meaning
derived from findings.
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CHAPTER SIX
6. CONCLUSION
7KHSXUSRVHRIWKLVUHVHDUFKZDVWRH[DPLQH1LJHULDQFRQVXPHU·VOR\DOW\WR
their telecommunication service providers in a relational context. Objectives
revolved around Investigating the formation of brand loyalty in the mobile
telecommunication service providing industry in Nigeria, exploring
consumer-brand relationships as an antecedent for brand loyalty formation
and finally, determining if the relationship consumHU·V IRUP ZLWK WKHLU
brands affects or predicts the type and stages of loyalty formed. The
interpretive nature of this research led to the discovery made from findings.
It was observed that Nigerian consumers arrive at loyalty with their
telecommunication providers through the adoption of performance and
relational-disposition as indicators to this effect. These indicators have been
discovered to be the driving force for loyalty formation, consumer
relationship formation and also the answer to the puzzle can relationships
serve as antecedents to loyalty?. Furthermore, these indicators/factors
comprise of certain elements also known as sub-themes that define them
and explain the basis for their existence. Additionally, the entirety of
discussion pertaining to the findings, describes the integration of findings
with inference made by theory.
Discovery revealed the following:
 Loyalty was discovered existent in a spurious and cognitive form; this
was based on the role performance and relational-disposition played in
this formation. Additionally, switching barriers an identified character
of performance was observed as a motivation for OR\DOW\·V H[LVWHQFH
These findings correlate with theoretical assumptions that stipulated,
on a generic level that those components such as attitude, behaviour
and satisfaction among other lead to repeat purchase behaviour hence
resulting in loyalty. Interestingly, findings also revealed that not all
positive dispositions with repeat purchase behaviour results in true
loyalty. On this basis a contradiction with existing theoretical
assumption was made.
 It was also made evident in the analysis, that relationships consumers
form with their service providers do determine the kind of loyalty
formed. Findings further discovered performance and relationaldisposition as factors/indicators used to that effect. This
materialisation in findings agreed with Fournier (1998) and Fournier &
Yao·V (1997) consumer relational theory and proved that relationships
do indeed affect loyalty.
 In the quest of uncover if loyalty stages evolve from one phase to
another as argued by Curran et al (2010), findings revealed that the
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type of loyalty formed and existent was predominantly spurious and
cognitive with absolutely no sigh of change. This resistance in chance
was discovered to be directly related to the performance and the
relational-dispositions consumers had formed with their service
providers. This led to the conclusion that as far as Nigerian consumers
and their telecommunication service providers are concerned, the
combination of predominantly negative performance and relational
disposition results in a spurious form of loyalty.
Finally, the interesting addition this research offered was the
conceptualised model for loyalty in mobile telecommunication
VHUYLFHV:LWKDQLQWHJUDWLRQRI)RXUQLHU·V  UHODWLRQDOIRUPVDQG
the findings gathered from this research. A clear illustration of how
relationships serve as antecedents to loyalty was communicated with
the stages and factors that motivate them. This research has proposed
a model that is arguably a possible addition to existing theoretical
body; and could potentially expand the horizon of how loyalty in the
context of consumer relationships are evaluated.

6.1. IMPLICATION AND RECCOMENDATIONS
Findings achieved in this study have simultaneously agreed with and
contradicted existing theoretical assumptions; therefore, it can be assumed
that within these discoveries, there could arguably be some academic and
managerial implications. Academically, this research has arguably broadened
the spectrum with which loyalty and relationships are viewed especially in a
service providing sector. With findings that reveal that relationships are
paramount to retention activities, it would definitely prove beneficial to focus
more meaning oriented research towards service industries. Furthermore the
UHDOLVDWLRQWKDW¶UHODWLRQVKLSV·GRLQGHHGVHUYHDVDQWHFHGHQWVWROR\DOW\KDV
arguably exposed unchartered territory that need be explored. The
combination of relationships, loyalty and services have been proved by this
research to be relatable and have provided substantial outcome that can be
applicable both academically and in management; despite their being
individual constructs on their own. Therefore, it is recommended that
attempt should be made to integrate relational constructs with other sectors
and the growing Nigerian market should not be excluded.
It has been made evident from this research, that the Nigerian
telecommunication service providing industry does not pay attention to
relational activities that involves engaging consumers by understanding to
and tending to their needs; an implication from this neglect could reside in
the fact that the telecommunication companies do not have a grasp on their
consumers and the presence of a superior alternative could result in an
absolute transference by the consumer. Furthermore, the performance level
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of mobile service provision in Nigerian has resulted in more frequently a
negative relational-disposition; this has arguably resulted in a loss of faith by
Nigerian consumers in their telecommunication service providers. Loyalty
driven activities in the Nigerian telecommunication industry should pay more
attention to the SHUIRUPDQFH RI WKHLU SURYLGHU·V and the relational
disposition of their consumers and ensure it is of a positive nature in order
to improve the chances of a true and committed form of loyalty.
6.2. AREA FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Inferring from the above conclusion, it is evident that further investigation
into assumptions made would definitely provide clarity and strengthen
validity in assumptions. Firstly, both frameworks established in this research
(the loyalty evolution module for telecommunication service providers;
the loyalty conceptualised module) should be empirically tested in either
other service industries or other emerging markets. Furthermore,
assumptions that propose that relationships do indeed serve as antecedents
to loyalty should be applied in situations testing for loyalty with the entire
loyalty construct. This could possibly restructure how loyalty and consumer
relationships are analysed and uncover a new dimension on which
organisations engage in brand building activities and sustain competitive
advantage.
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8. APPENDIX
8.1.
Appendix 1: Focus group/ interview theme sheet and topic guide
Main Questions theme

Prompts/subthemes

:KDW PRWLYDWHV FRQVXPHUѳV
loyalty
to
mobiletelecommunication
service
providers (MTSP) in Nigeria?
(Attitude
and
behaviour,
Perception,
Trust
and
satisfaction,
Preference
selection )

Prompt discussion on general perception
of service provider,
Prompt to talk about experiences with
service providers
Prompt to talk about feelings about
service provider
Prompt to talk about need/use and
requirements from service provider
Prompt to talk about importance of
service provider
Prompt
discussion
on
switching
behaviour and opinions
Prompt discussion on reaction to adverts
and promotional offers of service
providers

&DQ
FRQVXPHUѳV
relationships
with
their
preferred
mobile
telecommunication
service
providers (MTSP) serve as an
antecedent
for
loyalty
formation?
(relationship,
communication, influence of
norms and considerations,
loyalty)

discuss
general
understanding
of
relationships
motivation for choices in service provider
prompt discussion on emotional attitude
and attachment to service provider
prompt to talk about what motivates
decision making

Do the relationships formed
by Nigerian consumers and
their
service
providers
determine the type and
stages of loyalty achieved
(exchange or communal)

Prompt with question on understanding
of loyalty
Find out if what triggers and motivates
repurchase
Prompt on expectations from service
provider
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Appendix 2: - Thematic Analysis of the In-depth Interview
Issues discussed
Network
Customer service
Data service
Service quality
Perceptions
Attitude
Behaviour
Switching behaviour
Loyalty
Attitude and behavior
Perception
Preference selection
Service requirements
Trust and satisfaction
Relationships
Communication
Influence of society
Extent of Commitment
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Codes
identified
Stuck
tolerance
Cordial
Friendly
Unfaithful
Popular
Commitment
Manipulation
Understanding
Performance
Neglect
Attention
Familiar
Cheating
Price
Communication
Disapprove

Sub-Themes
Satisfaction
Dissatisfaction
Switching-Barrier
Dependency
Functionality

Major Themes
Developed
PERFORMANCE

Deception
Unfaithful/cheat
Friendly/Cordial
RELATIONALTolerance/Consideration DISPOSITION
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Appendix 3: Interview
transcription.

transcriptions

1-3of

7

and Focus

Group

INTERVIEW1
Candidate:
Age group:
Occupation:
Date and Time:
Duration:
Place:

Muktar
25 ² 30 (not specified)
unemployed
01 august 2013 at 1400hrs
39:08mins
Abuja Nigeria

The responded was given a brief introduction of the study at the start of
the interview. Permission to record the interview was granted and
confidentiality guaranteed.

Hello Muktar, well as I informed you earlier I want to chat with you a
little about your chosen mobile telecommunication service provider GSM
is that alright?
Yes
6REHIRUHZHVWDUWZK\GRQѳW\RXWHOOPHDOLWWOHELWDERXW\RXUVHOI"
Ok my name is Muktar I just finished serving with the NYSC I am currently
looking for a job so I have been travelling a lot, I like to watch football I think
WKDW·VDOO
Ok, so what service provider do you use?
I use MTN and glo
Ok and how long have you been using these networks?
,·YH EHHQ XVLQJ PWQ IRU PRUH WKan 5years now and as for glo, less than a
month. Glo is like my substitute line I have it just in case I need to make a
FDOODQG,FDQ·WUHDFKDQ\RQH
Were you using anything prior to that?
Yes I was using airtel,
Ok what made you leave airtel?
Airtel always had one network problem or the other and again airtel, if airtel
should have a problem, it would take like 24hours to solve but if mtn should
have a problem, the population would not even allow the problem to last
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long. Before you know it, they would address it because mtn is more reliable.
That part I am satisfied with
How did you find out about mtn?
Through my family, everyone was using Mtn at that time and since I was
unhappy with my airtel I decided why not join the network that everyone
seems to be using.
As a customer what would you say about your networks?
Well the services of mtn like the calls, in terms of calls their calls are cheap
but then when it comes to browsing, their services are not that superb
because their networks are limited in other places
2NWKDWѳVLQWHUHVWLQJ0XNWDUVRSOHDVHWHOOPHZKDWDUHWKHWKLQJV\RX
think that mtn should have that would make you a happy customer?
Ok first of all, the call rates, they should break it down a bit then secondly
they should try and make sure that in every city there is 3G network because
right now their 3Gnetwork is quite limited in a number of places. And then
also their customer care is too bad they should at least make it accessible so
that people can easily access them if they have a problem if they can work
on those three things, I think I will be ok with their services
You mentioned that their call rates are cheap but then you also said
they should break it down can you explain?
Yes I would still like it to be cheaper (laughs)
So in general, how do you feel about your network?
I feel good about them at least they are better than some networks
What is it that makes you prefer them to other networks?
Their calls at least for now are cheap, because most of my friends are on
MTN so mtn to mtn calls are very cheap for now and their customer care at
OHDVWWKRXJK LW·V QRWWKH EHVW LWLV UHDOO\ DFFHVVLEOH EHFDXVH DW OHDVW DIWHU D
few minutes you can get an agent to speak to and also their internet plans, I
WKLQN LW·V MXVW WKH EHVW EHFDXVH ZLWK 00naira you can download a lot of
things so I think they are better than other networks for now.
As a customer, do you feel like you matter? And does your provider they
consider you specially and your needs?
1R,GRQ·WWKLQNWKH\SXWDQ\RQHLQWRFRQVLGHUDWLRQWKH\·YHQRWVLQJOHGPH
out I think they are taking a larger view of the market into consideration. But
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LW·V QRW OLNH , KDYH D FKRLFH , KDYH WR DFFHSW ZKDW WKH\ JLYH PH EHFDXVH
FRPSODLQLQJZRQ·WLPSURYHP\VLWXDWLRQ
And how does this make you feel?
Well I understand that the market is large and they have other customers, I
ZLOOQRWDFWDVLI,DPWKHRQO\RQHEHFDXVHHYHQLI,GLGLWZRXOGQ·WFKDQJH
anything so I have to make do with what is available to me
Ok but if they did take you into consideration, how would you feel? Do
you think it would it make you a happy customer?
You mean if they singled me out? Definitely I will be more faithful to them
because I would feel like my opinion matters to them.
So based on that what would you say your attitude towards mtn is?
Well I have a very positive attitude towards mtn because I still feel they are
the best network in Nigeria
Why is that?
<HV7KH\DUHMXVWWKHEHVWWKDW·VDOO,FDQVD\,MXVWOLNHWKHP
Ok. So earlier you mentioned price, customer service and 3G network as
the three things you would like mtn to improve on, so for instance if a
different provider gives you these say Glo or etisalat, would you switch?
No way! I can only have them as substitute networks
Why is that?
MTN will always be the neWZRUN,·PDOUHDG\DGHYRWHGFXVWRPHUHYHQWKRXJK
,·YHEHHQGLVDSSRLQWHGZLWKWKHP,·YHDOVREHHQKDSS\ZLWKWKHP
2KRNVRWKHQXPEHURIWLPHV\RXѳYHEHHQKDSS\RXWZHLJKVWKHQXPEHU
RIWLPHV\RXѳYHEHHQGLVDSSRLQWHG"
Yes at least for the last one year now I think mtn has been on the correct
track
So now you and mtn how do you see your relationship with mtn?
They are very faithful the number of times they have been good is more than
the number of times that they have been bad plus they protect their
customers
Can you give me an instance?
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Well when there is network problem, they will tell you ok they are upgrading
WKHLUQHWZRUNWKH\JLYHRXWFUHGLWUHJXODUO\WKHUH·VIUHHFDOOVVR,WKLQNPWQ
and I our relationship is good,
If you were you see mtn as a person, what kind of person would you see
mtn as?
Mtn would be a happy woman who is very much endowed and has all the
assets (laughs) and they have everything I dream of in a woman very rich
also with good qualities
6RLQ\RXѳUHPLQG\RXVHHPWQWREHDZRPDQ"
Yes.
What is your general understanding of relationships?
Relationships could be between friends, lovers and all sorts of people. I think
a relationship needs trust..........
How would you describe your relationship with Mtn?
Like I mentioned earlier, Mtn LV OLNH D ZRPDQ VKH GRHVQ·W JLYH PH WKH
DWWHQWLRQ,ZDQWEXWLWGRHVQ·WPHDQ,ZLOOOHDYHKHU
What about their promotional offers, what do you think about it?
, GRQ·W UHDOO\ JR LQWR DQ\WKLQJ SURPRWLRQV VR , FDQ·W VD\ DQ\WKLQg about
promotions
Ok what about their adverts?
Superb! Superb! If you check them they are superb I think they have the best
DGYHUW,·YHVHHQ
So when you watch your mtn adverts do you feel pride within you?
More than pride! Anywhere I am, I run down to watch an mtn advert
So why do you do this?
It happens because their adverts are always catchy they always get my
attention
You mentioned you always feel pride, what is the pride about?
The pride is mtn always delivers! Sometimes they do adverts about things
WKDWGRQ·WVXSSO\LQIRUPDWLRQEXWEHFDXVHWKHDGYHUWVDOZD\VDUUHVWDWWHQWLRQ
WKDW·VZK\,ORYHWKHP%XWQRWEHFDXVH,·PDFXVWRPHUEHFDXVHORWVRIWLPHV
WKH\GRDGYHUWVIRUWKLQJV,·PQRWLQWHUHVWHGLQEXWVWLOO,ORYHWKHP
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So looking into the future, do you think you would ever change or
switch to a different network that is performing better?
In the long run I see mtn improving and if you look into the market, mtn
DOZD\VGRHVLWEHWWHU,DPDOR\DOIDQ,·PWKLQNLQJRIDGGLQJ071DVSDUWRI
my name
Are you serious?
<HVLW·VDQDPHZRUWKDVVRFLDWLQJZLWK
So is it safe to say you are proud to be an mtn customer?
More than proud I associate with the network because it is Nigerian and I am
Nigerian......... they are trying the best they can.....
Is there any other thing you would like to add?
Nothing Other than mtn is the best network connection!
2NWKDQN\RXIRU\RXUWLPH\RXѳYHEHHQPRUHWKDQKHOSIXO
INTERVIEW 2
Candidate: Obinna Michael
Age group: late 20s
Occupation:

self employed/entrepreneur

Date and Time: 3rd august at 1800hrs
Duration:
Place:

40.00mins
wuse2 Abuja Nigeria

Hello Obinna, can you tell me what telecommunication service provider
you use?
I use Mtn and Etisalat
How long have you been using it for?
,·YHEHHQXVLQJ071IRr 8years now, and within that 8years, there was a time
I switched to globacom for a while still hanging on to my MTN at the end of
WKHGD\,GLVFDUGHGWKHJOREDFRP,JRWDQHWLVDODWOLQHEXW,·PVWLOOKDQJLQJ
RQWRP\071EHFDXVHLW·VVWLOOP\RULJLQDOOLne
And what is your general opinion about your providers?
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Well for one they have poor network reception and there are some places
\RX GRQ·W HYHQ JHW D VWDEOH FRQQHFWLRQ DW DOO DQG ZKHQ LW FRPHV WR WKHLU
expenses, they are quite expensive, they extort a lot. Umm when it comes to
mtn; mtn they usually have a system malfunction whereby you lose all the
credit you have, your credit balance goes to zero and they never ever refund
you. Then when it comes to activating your internet plan, you activate your
internet plans they deduct the money but they never ever provide you with
the bundle you applied for!
)URPWKHWRQHRI\RXUYRLFHDQGEDVHGRQZKDW\RXѳYHVDLG\RXVRXQG
angry
I am indeed angry; I am very much pissed off at them!
And have you tried to do anything about it?
:HOO ,·YH PDGH LW D KDELW RI FDOOLQJ WKHLU FXVWRPHU FDUH DQG WKH\ DOZD\V
SURPLVHWRUHFWLI\WKHLVVXHVEXWPRVWRIWKHWLPHWKH\GRQ·WRIWKHWLPH
WKH\GRQ·W
So if they make you so miserable, why are you still a customer with
them?
Yea, let me put it this way, my main network is mtn, the reason I have to
VWLFN ZLWK WKHP LV PDLQO\ EHFDXVH LW·V WKH OLQH HYHU\RQH XVHV WR UHDFK PH
this is the line people use to contact me most of my business contacts and
even social calls this is the line SHRSOHNQRZPHZLWKVRLWZRQ·WEHHDV\MXVW
transiting to a different network but of course I did have the option of
DGGLQJ DQRWKHU QHWZRUN WR LW EXW , GRQ·W VHH WKH GLIIHUHQFH EHFDXVH RWKHU
QHWZRUNVDUHQ·WWKDWGLIIHUHQWIURPPWQVRWUDQVLWLQJWRDGLIIerent network
ZRQ·WUHDOO\KHOS%HFDXVHWKHRWKHUQHWZRUNVKDYHWKHLURZQSUREOHPVWRIL[
So are you saying you are stuck as a customer?
2K DEVROXWHO\ ,·P VWXFN DV D FXVWRPHU /LNH ULJKW QRZ , DP YHU\ PXFK LQ
need of an internet plan and so far I have not come across any plan that can
be useful to me and serve me in any way
So what about your second service provider Etisalat?
For etisalat, the reception is not as good as the mtn, but then again, they
have never deducted unnecessary credit from me like I said, their plans are
YHU\PXFKOLPLWHGDQGVWLOOKDYHWKHVDPHSULFHUDWHVZLWKPWQVR,GRQ·WVHH
WKHQHHGWRFKDQJH,·YHDOVRWULHGRWKHUQHWZRUNVVXFKDVJOREDFRPDQGWKH
airtel and basically they all have the same performance its quite shameful.
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so wiWKDOOWKDWѳVEHHQVDLGZKDWNLQGRIUHODWLRQVKLSZRXOG\RXVD\\RX
have with your provider?
+PPLWVFRPSOLFDWHGLW·VDYHU\ODUJHQHWZRUNWKH\KDYHGLIIHUHQWNLQGVRI
customers, they relate to us in the general sense but me as a person, I would
try to UHODWHWRWKHPLQP\SHUVRQDOVHQVHEXWWKH\FDQ·WMXVWOHDYHWKHQHHGV
RI WKH RWKHUV DQG DWWHQG WR PH VR WKDW NLQG RI UHODWLRQVKLS GRHVQ·W ZRUN
because it feels like one party is more dependent on the other. If I even
decide to dump my network and my line DQGJRVRPHZKHUHHOVHWKDW·VMXVW
me in the general sense people would still need to use their lines and they
ZRQ·WGXPSWKHP6RWKHUHODWLRQVKLSLVNLQGRIRQH-sided.
$QGDOVRLIWKLVZHUHDUHODWLRQVKLS,·PSUHWW\VXUHLWZRQ·WODVWWKLVORQJLILW
was a relationship between me and a person.
Can you give me an idea of your daily routine, how often do you use
your service provider?
Ok most of the time I make phone calls for business purposes which is not
DOO WKH WLPH , GRQ·W UHDOO\ PDNH VRFLDO FDOOV XQOHVV LW·V YHU\ QHFHVVDU\ EXW
when it comes to using the internet, I use the internet a lot so that is where
P\ VHUYLFH SURYLGHU FRPHV LQ KDQG\ 7KDW·V DFWXDOO\ P\ PDLQ QHHG IRU P\
WHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQSURYLGHUWKDW·VP\PDLQQHHG,QHHGWKHLQWHUQHW,QHHG
WR DOZD\V EH RQOLQH ,·P DOZD\V RQOLQH  EHFDXVH RI P\ ZRUN , GHDO ZLWK
VRIWZDUHHQJLQHHULQJVRPRVWRIWKHWLPH,·PRQOLQHGRLQJP\UHVHDUFKVR,
need to be online as much as possible and I also like being online to access
my social media I also like being online for research purposes I do a lot of
UHVHDUFK VR WKDW·V P\ PDLQ IRFXV WU\LQJ WR JHW WKHP WR GHOLYHU PH JRRG
internet service
What would anther network offer that would make you run from your
network to them?
Ok if there is a network out there that is ready to deliver at least 4G
minimum 4G performance, I would love that. If there is a network out there
to provide us an unlimited time based data plan, that would be marvellous
EHFDXVH WKLV ZKROH SD\LQJ IRU GDWD PRVW RI WKH WLPH \RX ZRQ·W JHW
sufficient data to download large file but most of the time I need to do that, I
QHHGWRGRZQORDGODUJHILOHVEXWZLWKWKLVOLPLWHGGDWDSODQLW·VQRWZRUNLQJ
IRU PH DW DOO $QG WKLV LV 1LJHULD LW·V QRW VRPH RWKHU GHYHORSHG QDWLRQ
whereby wherever you go there is wireless connection. Here wireless
connection is limited to some government organization or high profiled
companies so wireless is not readily available so we need our
telecommunication service providers to give us unlimited data plan and also
improve their performance. If there is a network out there that is willing to
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SURYLGH XV * DQG DQ XQOLPLWHG GDWD SODQ WKDW ZRXOG EH ORYHO\ LW ZRQ·W
ERWKHU PH KRZ PXFK LW ZRXOG FRVW DV ORQJ DV LW·V WKDW JRRG , ZRXOG EH
willing to pay. Ill leave my network quickly and go without regret
(DUOLHURQ\RXPHQWLRQHGWKHFXVWRPHUVHUYLFH DQGKRZ\RXѳYHVSHQWD
lot of time talking to them, how do you feel about their service quality?
8PP OLNH , VDLG , FDOO WKHP D ORW WKHUH·V RQH WKLQJ ,·YH QRWLFHG DERXW WKH
customer serYLFH PRVW RI WKH WLPH WKH FXVWRPHU VHUYLFH WKHPVHOYHV FDQ·W
DVVLVW \RX WKH\ NQRZ WKH\ FDQ·W DVVLVW \RX EXW WKH\ MXVW WU\ WR EH SROLWH
HQRXJK WR WHOO \RX WR ZDLW WKDW WKH\·OO UHFWLI\ WKH SUREOHP EXW GHHS GRZQ ,
NQRZWKDWWKH\DUHXQDEOHWRGRWKDW7KHUH·s nothing they can do its out of
the customer service representatives hand but they just try their best to calm
\RX GRZQ DV D FXVWRPHU NQRZLQJ IXOO ZHOOWKH\ ZRQ·W EH DEOHWR UHFWLI\ WKH
problem anytime soon
So how does knowing this make you feel does it make you feel better
about the problem?
It makes me feel worse to be frank, if someone can just come out and tell me
SOHDVHZHFDQ·WKHOS\RXLWZRXOGEHJRRGEHFDXVHWKHUH·VQRQHHGIRUIDOVH
KRSHWU\LQJWRJLYHPHKRSH ZKHQGHHSGRZQ,NQRZLW·VKRSHOHVs but the
customer service tries to give me false hope so you hang on to them for as
long as possible its quiet disheartening.
Ok moving on to promotional offers what do you think about
promotional offers?
Ok lately most of these networks have been trying to give us a lot of
promotions; there are a lot of promos going on out there now from mtn to
etisalat, they give free data bundles, bonus data bundles, bonus calls, there
are some networks that you load a credit and they give you bonus calls its
actually nice.
I would invest more in them if they offer me what I demanded what I
H[SHFWHG,I,DOZD\VKDVDVSHHG\FRQQHFWLRQ,ZRXOGDOZD\VSD\,ZRXOGQ·W
HYHQZDLWIRUP\WLPHWRH[SLUH,ZRXOGDOZD\VSD\,·PDOZD\VRQOLQHVRWKH\
will be assured of steady fORZRIFDVKIURPPHEHFDXVH,ZRXOGQ·WHYHQZDLVW
time lid always pay for my services
Ok so as a customer, and based on your journey with mtn, have your
feelings been affected?
Ahh they have been affected greatly, I would say I am emotionally vulnerable
Could you explain?
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Well there are times I am so hurt, as a matter of fact, I have been so angry
WKDW,·YHWRVVHGP\SKRQHRQWKHZDOODFRXSOHRIWLPHVMXVWEHFDXVH,ZDVQ·W
satisfied with what I was getting. This has really made me emotionally
vulnerable to their actions.
When you watch adverts what is your perception on the adverts?
Sometimes, they do bring in these very nice conceptual advertisements very
cool concepts. But at the end of the day when I think about it being the
network that gives me all thDW KHDGDFKH LWV DOO D ORDG RI FUDS LW GRHVQ·W
change my opinion or attitude about them at all no matter how cool I think it
is, how interesting I may think it is, at the end of the day once I think about
LW WKHQ DOO WKDW MXVW JRHV RXW WKH ZLQGRZ ,W·V OLNe I see through all their
deception
Tell me what you think you relationship with MTN is in one word?
DISFUNCTIONAL!
2NQRZWKDW\RXѳYHVDLGLWFDQ\RXHODERUDWH"
We are not in sync in any way what I want is not what they are giving me
what they are givinJPHLVZKDW,GRQ·WFDUHDERXWDQGOLNH,VDLGHDUOLHULW·V
a one sided relationship I feel cheated! Me dumping them, they would have
QRWKLQJ WR ORVH EHFDXVH RI WKHLU PLOOLRQV RI FXVWRPHUV VR , GRQ·W VHH ZKDW
difference to make because not everyone is willing to dump their networks.
$QG,FDQ·WGXPSWKHPEHFDXVHOLNH,VDLGP\QXPEHULVTXLWHLPSRUWDQWWR
PH VR ,·P QRW ZLOOLQJ WR GHSDUW  ZLWK LW HYHQ WKRXJK WKH\ DUHQ·W JLYLQJ PH
what I need. Plus I patronize them a lot as I always need to have credit, I
DOZD\VWREHRQOLQHVRDVPXFKDVSRVVLEOH,SDWURQL]HWKHPEXWWKH\GRQ·W
seem to notice or appreciate it
How would you compare your provider to its competition?
:HOO,·YHEHHQWKLQNLQJJDERXWWKDWODWHO\OLNHODWHO\WKH\·YHEHHQGRLQJDOO
this promotional offers, I bought my Etisalat line for a couple of weeks now I
JRWLWUHFHQWO\VR,·PQRWLFLQJWKDWRNHYHU\QHWZRUNKDVLWVRZQSHUNVWKH\
all have their own advantage and unlike mtn whose promotional offers offer
mainly lower call rates to strictly RWKHU PWQ QHWZRUNV EXW ,·YH QRWLFHG WKDW
OLNH ZLWK HWLVDODW LW·V QRW MXVW WR LWV RZQ QHWZRUNVWKHLU SURPRWLRQDORIIHUV
are to every other networks
'HVSLWH DOO WKLV \RX VWLOO KDYHQѳW OHIW 071 ZRXOG \RX VD\ \RX KDYH DQ
attachment to MTN?
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Oh yes there definitely is because even if I was to change my network I
ZRXOGQ·W QHFHVVDULO\ GXPS P\ 071 , ZRXOG KDQJ RQ WR LW EXW LOO MXVW JHW
DQRWKHU OLQH OLNH ,·P GRLQJ DW WKH PRPHQW XQOHVV LW EHFRPHV FRPSOHWHO\
dysfunctional
And finally do you feel guilty for using another network?
1RWDWDOO,·PDFWXDOO\FRQVLGHULQJJHWWLQJDWKLUGQHWZRUN
Ok thank you is there any other thing you would like to add?
:HOOWKHUH·VQRWKLQJWRDGGEHFDXVHDOO,QHHGLVJRRGVHUYLFHDQG,MXVWVHH
PWQDVMXVWEHLQJWKHUH,·PQRWJDLQLQJDQ\WKLQJE\KDQJLQJRQWRWKHPLW·V
really just there!
Alright thank you for your time
INTERVIEW 3
Candidate:
Age group:
Occupation:
Date and Time:
Duration:
Place:

Cynthia
22 ² 24
Student
12th august 2013 at 1400hrs
45.minsmins
Abuja Nigeria

The responded was given a brief introduction of the study at the start of
the interview. Permission to record the interview was granted and
confidentiality guaranteed.
Hello Cynthia
Ok can you tell me what telecommunication service provider you use?
Ok for the moment i use MTN and Etisalat
How long have you been using these providers?
,·YHEHHQ XVLQJ0WQIRUPRUHDOPRVWILYH \HDUVQRZDQGHWLVDODWIRUOLNHVL[
months.
So what is your general perception about your providers, also have you
got any experiences you would like to share??
Mtn is crap really crap because you recharge your phone with 1500naira
credit, send like two text messages and call someone for like three minutes
and they tell you your credit is finished. So i feel like they think people are
VWXSLGEHFDXVHLI\RXUHFKDUJHZLWKQDLUDLW·VQRWVXSSRVHWREHOLNHD
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100naira a minute, but it feels that way because I talk on the phone for a
VKRUWSHULRGRIWLPHDQG,·PRXWRIFUHGLW,GRQ·WXQGHUVWDQGLW,GRQ·WOLke
the provider but since all the people I know use this provider, I feel like I
GRQ·W KDYH D FKRLFH LQ WKH PDWWHU , GRQ·W UHFKDUJH LW DV PXFK WKRXJK ,
UHFKDUJHP\HWLVDODWPRUH,WKLQNLW·VEHWWHUEXWLW·VQRWWKHEHVWWKRXJK
So how does it make you feel?
I feel betrayed somehow because Mtn keeps telling you one thing and doing
the other. Even when I use the bundles the charge me a large amount of
PRQH\DQGWKH\GRQ·WGHOLYHU$QGEHIRUH\RXNQRZLW\RXQHHGWRUHFKDUJH
your phone again so I really doQ·WXQGHUVWDQGZK\
,WVRXQGVOLNH\RXѳUHXQKDSS\ZLWK\RXUSURYLGHU"
<HV, DP YHU\ XQKDSS\ , FDQ·W FRXQWWKH QXPEHURIWLPHVLKDYH ZDQWHGWR
make a call or just simply use the internet and they have disappointed me.
And I always pay my bills so the question is why it is that they are so
inconsiderate to my needs is?
Have you tried to communicate with them to complain?
For Mtn i have but you know when you call their customer service, they
provide some sort of explanation for example the bundle when I ask them
ZK\P\XQLWVKDYHILQLVKHGDQGLKDYHQ·WKDGDQ\LQWHUQHWDFFHVVWKH\WU\WR
H[SODLQ ZK\ EXW , GRQ·W WKLQN LW·V WUXH %HFDXVH KRZ FDQ \RX VSHQG WKDW
PXFK PRQH\ ZLWKLQ D PRQWK MXVW EHFDXVH \RX·UH XVLQJ 0WQ , GRQ·W WKLQN
they are truthful
Do you feel like they listen to your complaints as a customer?
1R%HFDXVHWKHQH[WWLPH,UHFKDUJHLW·VWKHVDPHVWRU\DOORYHUDJDLQZLWK
me spending the same amount of money.
What has stopped you from changing your provider?
,W·V EHFDXVH LW LV WKH QXPEHU ,·YH XVHG IRU D ORQJ WLPH DQG LW·V WKH QXPEHU
HYHU\ERG\NQRZVPHZLWKVRLGRQ·WZDQWWRKDYHWRFKDQJHP\QXPEHUDQG
then explain everything to my contacts why i am changing my number.
7KDW·VWKHRQO\UHDVRQ
If there was a way for you to retain your number and change networks,
would you do that?
Yes definitely if I can find another service provider that is better than the one
,·PXVLQJQRZ,GHILQLWHO\ZLOO
What motivated you to start using Mtn in the first place?
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Well my sister introduced me to this provider, because she was using it, and
at the time she was really happy with the services, they were offering a lot of
promotional offers and the network was ok so I started. But then later it
became frustrating even for me.
Do you consider yourself a loyal customer during all this?
No! Because if I could I would have changed my provider a while ago
6RDUH\RXVD\LQJWKHRQO\UHDVRQ\RXѳUHXVLQJ0WQLVEHFDXVH\RXKDYH
no other option?
<HV ,W·V MXVW EHFDXVH RI P\ QXPEHU /LNH , VDLG LI , FRXOG NHHS P\ QXPEHU
and swiWFKWRDQRWKHUSURYLGHU,ZLOOGRWKDWEXW,GRQ·WUHDOO\WKLQNWKHUHLV
DQ\SURYLGHUWKDWLVJRRG/LNHHWLVDODWLWLVEHWWHUEXWLW·VQRWWKDWJUHDW/LNH
the first time I recharged this phone with 1000naira credit, I was promised
free text messages and credit and then three days after, all the free text
messages were gone!. I was supposed to have about 100 free text messages.
How can you really use up all those texts within 3days? And then I called the
FXVWRPHU VHUYLFH EXW WKH ODG\ GLGQ·W HYHQ H[SODLQ to me why it happened,
she just gave me some texts back. But then I had to call back later because
the same thing happened but this time, the guy was really rude that I had to
hang up on him.
How did that make you feel as a customer?
I felt neglected soPHKRZ UHDOO\ %HFDXVH,·P SD\LQJ LWV QRW IUHH VRWKH\ DUH
suppose to help me when I need help. I think they know that as a customer I
GRQ·W KDYH DQ\ZKHUH HOVH WR JR WKDW·V ZK\ WKH\ GHFLGH WR GR DQ\WKLQJ WKH\
want.
Ok what are the five things you expect from your service provider in general?
First of all, they need to be respectful, they need to be helpful too, and they
need to reply to your enquiries if you have a problem. They need to be
available 24hours a day because you might be on the street late at night and
need to call your customer service and also they need to be able to guide
and provide advice.
What about the network?
)RU(WLVDODWLWVRN,GRQ·WKDYHDSUREOHPZLWKLW%XWIRU0WQWKHQHWZRUNIRU
the internet is really disgusting. Sometimes you wonder after paying so
PXFKPRQH\\RXFDQ·WHYHQDFFHVVWKHLQWHUQHWDQ\WLPH\RXZDQW
Would you say you were a satisfied customer?
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1RGHILQLWHO\QRW,·PQRWVDWLVILHGDWDOOWKH\GRQRWGRWKHLUMREVDWDOO
What do you understand by the term relationships?
I think relationships are about commitment, communication; you need to
communicate because both sides are supposed to be satisfied. Like if your
dating a guy your suppose to be committed to him and him to you.
Ok so based on your definition, how would you describe your
relationship with your service provider?
,W·VQRWDFRPPLWWHGUHODWLRQVKLSEHFDXVH,IHHOOLNH,·PREOLJDWHG,KDYHWR
VWLFNZLWKWKHPEHFDXVHLKDYHQRRWKHURSWLRQ$OWKRXJK,·PXVLQJDQRWKHU
OLQHZKLFKLVHWLVDODWLW·VDGLIIHUHnt number. If i could use my Mtn number
with a different provider I definitely will. Because when you talk to the
customer service people, they are really rude! And they are so rude that you
KDQJ XS RQ WKHP 1R L GRQ·W WKLQN LW·V D JRRG UHODWLRQVKLS ,I ,·m to define
WKHUHODWLRQVKLSLW·VQRWDJRRGFRPPLWWHGDQGFRPPXQLFDWLYHUHODWLRQVKLS,
KDYH ZLWK P\ SURYLGHU $QG LW·V QRW OLNH \RX FDQ GR ZLWKRXW D SKRQH \RX
know, you need to have a phone with you.
You mentioned you need your phone always. So have you ever thought
because of your providers problems of just not having a phone?
:HOOLW·VDQHHG1RRQHFDQGRZLWKRXWKDYLQJDSKRQH,KDYHWRGHDOZLWK
WKHP , QHHGWR, GRQ·W UHDOO\ KDYH D FKRLFH :HOO PD\EHWKHUH LV D SURYLGHU
somewhere that is wonderful ,GRQ·WNQRZ,KDYHQ·WIRXQGWKHP,I\RXFDQ
introduce me to them then by all means please do (laughs)
What about the promotional offers what do you think about them?
,W·V OLNH D OLH \RX NQRZ 7KHUH ZDV D SURPRWLRQ WKDW WKH\·OO JLYH \RX IUHH
credit but WKH\GRQ·W$QGWKHQWKH\FKDUJH\RXIRUEXQGOHVRUWKH\WHOO\RX
\RX·UHJRLQJWRZLQWKLVWKLQJRUWKDWWKLQJEXW\RXQHYHUDFWXDOO\GRRU\RX
never ever know anyone that does
So what do you do in situations like this?
,W·VDEODWDQWOLH,GRQ·WEHOLHYHWKHLUSURPRWLRQDORIIHUV,W·VOLNHDVFKHPH,
ZDQWPRQH\IURPP\FOLHQWVDQGWKDW·VWKHZD\,FDQJHWLW
What about their adverts, when you see an Mtn or an etisalat advert,
what do you think?
:HOO , GRQ·W FDUH IRU 0WQ DGYHUWV EXW IRU HWLVDODW DGYHUWV ZHOO WKHUH·V RQH
that is ok.
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So with their adverts and promotions, do you think that they consider
you as a customer?
1R%HFDXVHLI\RX·UHDFWXDOO\WKLQNLQJDERXWPHDVFXVWRPHU\RX ZRQ·WOLH
WR PH RU WHOO PH LOO JHW VRPHWKLQJ DQG , ZRQ·W EHFDXVH LW·V not true. You
keep taking my money but you never give me what I want.
If you could think about your providers as people, what kind of people
would they be and why?
$VIRU0WQOLNHDKXVEDQGWKDW·VFKHDWLQJRQ\RX<RXDFWXDOO\WUXVWKLPEXW
KH·VFKHDWLQJRQ\RXDOOWKHWLPHJRLQJRXW ZLWKRWKHUJLUOVLW·VUHDOO\KRZ,
IHHO , WUXVWHG WKHP ,·YH EHHQ XVLQJ WKHP IRU \HDUV LW·V OLNH \RX VLJQ D
contract with someone and they end up cheating on you and their taking
your money at the same time
And how does that make you feel in the relationship?
I feel betrayed! Nobody likes to be cheated on.
Have you thought to do something about it?
I stopped using it! Well not really, I still receive calls on it because like i said,
SHRSOHNQRZPHZLWKWKLVQXPEHUEXW,·YH stopped recharging it.
What about etisalat, if they were a person what kind of person would they be
and why?
/HW·VVD\DIULHQGEXWQRWDIULHQGWKDW\RXFDQWUXVWDOOWKHWLPH1RLW·VWKH
type that will talk about you behind your back (laughs). The person is still
your friend, but sometimes they betray you.
If there was one thing within your power you could do to change your
service provider, what would it be?
Well for Mtn, the fact that they are deceitful with their bundles, and when
you recharge 1500naira bundle, you really expect to get a lot of browsing
WLPH7KH\VKRXOGEHWUXWKIXO$QGDOVRWKHLUSURPRWLRQDORIIHUVGRQ·WPDNH
me spend my money can tell me will be able to get this, this and this and I
QHYHUZLOOLW·VQRWYHU\QLFH
Is there anything else you would like to add?
:HOO0WQLVWKHZRUVWQHWZRUNHYHUWKDW·VDOO,FDQWKLQNDERXWWKHP
Alright thank you for your time.
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FOCUS GROUP TRANSCRIPTION
&RQVXPHUEUDQGUHODWLRQVKLSVH[DPLQLQJFRQVXPHUѳVOR\DOW\IRUPRELOH
telecommunication service providers in Nigeria.
Duration 1:10hrs
Focus Group comprising of 8 respondents consisting of 5male and
3female respondents; respondents possessed either one or two of the
four main service providers in the market. Their ages ranged from early
20s to early 40s. Respondents were briefed on the topic for discussion.
An open floor was presented for conversation with the promise of
ethical protection of the information provided.
Respondent 1: Monica
Respondent 2: Ashley
Respondent 3: Nikita
Respondent 4: Larry
Respondent 5: Troy
Respondent 6: Chigozie
Respondent 7: Fola
Respondent 8: Bella
Hello everyone, the floor is open for discussion I would like to get a
general idea of what you feel about your individual mobile
telecommunication service providers/GSM networks?
Monica: hello my name is Monica and I think telecommunication in Nigeria
sucks! From my personal experience, Mtn is terrible, I have used it for a
number of years now and I am really disappointed with them
Why is that?
MTN finds every possible way to manipulate their consumer, glo always
competes with mtn, visa phone, and terrible network
Ok so can anyone mention what you think are the 5things necessary for
any network to have?
Monica: proper networking
Ashley: they should stop lying! When they say that they are going to solve
\RXUSUREOHPVDQGWKH\GRQ·WGRLW
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Monica: first things first, proper networking, good customer service,
attention to their customers
Nikita: when I call the customer service I get good reception
Ashley: no! (Yelling) the\ WHOO \RX WKDW WKH\·UH JRLQJ WR DWWHQG WR \RX DQG
ZRUNRQ\RXUSUREOHPEXWWKH\GRQ·WGRDQ\WKLQJ
Nikita: they give me reasons and I am content with the reasons why my
customer service is not working and I try to accommodate myself to
understand where their coming from
Larry: you go through hell before you can get to customer service, you will
ZDLWDQGZDLWDQGZDLWDQGZDLW««
Nikita: \HV QRZ ZKHQ \RX·UH GHDOLQJ ZLWK 0WQ WKH\·OO WHOO \RX WR ZDLW
19seconds or even if they tell you have one hour to wait yoX NQRZ \RX·UH
going to wait for that exact time
Ashley; yea actually I think its better now
Monica: yes well now they are a lot better however when you finally get there
WKH\·OOWHOO\RXWRSUHVVWKLVQRSUHVVWKLVQXPEHU
Ashley: no if you have security nuPEHULWGRHVQ·WKDSSHQOLNHWKDW\RXGRQ·W
QHHGWRJRWKURXJKDOOWKDWLI\RX·YHJRWDVHFXULW\QXPEHU
Monica: but then how do you get the number
$VKOH\ZKHQ\RXDVNIRUWKHQXPEHUWKH\·OOVHQGLWWR\RX
Nikita: so I think customer service is a two way thing both with the
subscriber and the provider.
Ok asides from customer service what other things would you require?
Nikita: I think good data, data network I always want a good internet service
to
Troy: your right because you find out that some of these networks, they get
to swipe your data without even trying to employ the data sometimes you
FDQ EX\ D EXQGOH SODQ DQG EHIRUH \RX FDQ YLVLW RQH RU WZR ZHEVLWHV LW·V
gone. And it makes it so frustrating that the data just keeps counting and
before you know it, you have to buy another bundle
Ok who has a personal experience with a particular network and wants to
share
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Larry: mtn, hmm when you want to make a call and the call is very very
important to you that is when the network problem starts. And sometimes
the
Troy; yes sometimes you have credit on your phones and when you call they
tell you; \RXGRQ·WKDYHHQRXJKFUHGLW
Larry: when it comes to internet access I think the best is airtel because it
has an affordable bundle and data service
Monica: in kwara sWDWH\RXFDQ·WHYHQPDNHDFDOO
Ok coming back to Abuja, how would you say you felt about your
networks?
Laughs
Burn them
Nikita; I really just make do with what I have
Fola: JLYHDJXQDQG,·OOVKRRWVRPHERG\
+DV LW JRWWHQ WR D SRLQW ZKHUH \RXѳOO VD\ , GRQѳW QHHG SKRQHV DQ\PRUH
because of your perception of the network?
Unanimous response; yes oh
Larry; ,WKDVJRWWHQWRDSRLQWEXWZHGRQ·WKDYHDFKRLFH
What choice do we have?
Nikita: Well you will hear that this network is actually good nowadays mtn
has improved with their services Monica;
Mtn is still the best though
Larry: for me I think the lower the customers, the better the network
Monica: yea well the better the network but the service is terrible how many
airtel masts are there in Abuja?
Larry; they are everywhere
Nikita: I have an airtel line, and my airtel service goes off sometimes
Larry: \RXFDQ·WFRPSDUHDLUWHOWRPWQ
Nikita; data services no, calls my mtn is the best
Monica: do you all agree that airtel works perfectly in Lagos
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Response; yes
6R LI \RX ZHUH WR SLFN RQH VHUYLFH SURYLGHU WR EH OR\DO WR ZKDWѳV WKH
service provider and why would you be faithful to your service
provider?
Fola; well I was with mtn for quite a while then as soon as there was
portability and I could keep my number then I switched yes their data is
more expensive, but its reliable
Do you feel like you have a relationship with your service provider?
Fola: No it just does what its suppose to
When do you consider yourself a satisfied customer?
Fola & Larry: Well when my service provider can make calls and provide
good data
Fola:HOODWWKLVSRLQWLQP\OLIHLW·VQHYHUDERXWFDOOVIRUPHPRVWO\DERXW
data
Ashley: well most people want good network in order to make calls
DQG««««««
(Continuous arguments)
Nikita; the only reason I would switch to another network is because their
data service is better than what I have but apart from that I would just
remain with my network
So are you saying that if you had a service provider with good customer
service, affordable price and all the other requirements without good
data service you would switch?
Fola: definitely especially at this point in my life most of my work is online, I
ZDQWWREHDEOHWRFKHFNRQOLQHVHHZKDW·VKDSSHQLQJ««««
Larry: GRZQORDGPRUHDSSV««««««««««
So are you saying that your mobile service provider is not solely for
communication but other things?
Larry: Yes definitely because you get bored just making calls
Nikita: well you have to understand that your telecommunication network
GRHVQ·WDOZD\VJLYH \RXDFFHss to your friends and family, but they do give
you access to the world and that includes other services like being able to
EURZVH«««««
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If any of the networks you use mtn, airtel, glo etc if you were to
attribute any of these networks to people, what kind of people would
they be?
Monica: mtn would be very cool (mad swag) Glo would be very smart (enn
H\HGRQWHDUZHOOZHOO «««ODXJKV
%HOOD\RXѳUHQRWVD\LQJPXFKZKDWLV\RXUDWWLWXGHDERXWWKHQHWZRUN"
Bella: Mtn is just there, glo is ok,
Larry: no matter all the networks I pick, mtn is still the best for me (I stick to
Mtn no matter what
Ashley: no matter how they mess you up, you still stick to them
Nikita; LOOVWLFNWR0WQEHFDXVH,·PFRPIRUWDEOH
No if you provider was a person?
Oh ok as a person, well ill stick to mtn. mtn would be that popular girl I
would always like to date, because everybody knows her, even with all the
trouble she gives me. Glo is just that black Nigerian girl that I think is just
there, then etisalat just came into the scene sR VKH·V WKLV QHZ KRW JLUOWKDW
,·YHJRWP\H\HVRQDQG,ZRXOGOLNHWRJRRXWZLWKEXWEHFDXVHP\JLUOIULHQG
LVWKHUH¶0WQ·,UHDOO\FDQ·WGRLW
Bella: Airtel is just a friend.
Fola: mtn is the old girlfriend that has just been there for so long and then I
PHW HWLVDODW DQG VKH·V JLYLQJ PH HYHU\WKLQJ, ZDQW EDVLFDOO\«DQG , GLWFKHG
PWQ«JOR LV WKDW SHUVRQ WKDW , FDQ JR WR ZKHQ HYHU\RQH HOVH LV
disappointing me. I have an idea shell help out.
Troy; ZHOOKDYLQJDQPWQOLQHLVOLNHEHLQJPDUULHGDQGRQFH\RX·Ue married
your stuck, and for someone like me coming from a catholic background
divorce is definitely not allowed even though you know that she might do
one or two things on the side, you just want to keep going because you
NQRZ WKDW \RX FDQ·W MXVW OHW KHr go; well funny as it may seem I used 5
different glo lines before I started using my first mtn, and for me I feel like
the glo line is like that girl I had a thing with in the past and when I see her
these days I just say hi nothing personal
Etisalat is that perfect girl that has everything and does everything, and as
IRU DLUWHO VKH·V WKLV JLUO WKDW NHHSV FKDQJLQJ PHQ IRU QR UHDVRQ VKH KDV D
problem and she knows she has a problem but she has refused to fix that
problem and she feel that the best thing is jumping from one relationship to
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another. And what I mean is the fact that different companies keep buying
this particular line for the past 10years.
Chigozie: ZHOO , ZLOO QRW GHVFULEH WKH QHWZRUNV DV JLUO·V ZHOO PWQ LV WKDW
network where they are just too business-minded they will do anything to
make a profit, they are like the devil they will give you promos and find a
way to collect the promos back. Like for instance, they will give you
1000naira free mtn to mtn calls but just try to call another network you
ZRQ·W EH DEOHWR PDNH DQ\ FDOOV 7KH\·OO WHOO \RXWR EX\ D QDLUD EXQGOH
IRU \RX WR XVH LQ D ZHHN EXW WKH QHWZRUN ZLOO EH VR EDG WKDW \RX ZRQ·W EH
able to download anything they cheat people, but because they have been
there, and a lot of people use mtn like 60%as their first line, and the
remaining networks set up the remaining 40%. And they·YHDOVRPDGHLWLQD
way that any network calling an mtn number is seriously expensive and
using an mtn number to call any other network is moderate .as for etisalat,
WKH\FDPHLQZLWKVRPXFKPRQH\WKH\WULHGWRFRPSHWHEXW,WKLQNLW·VQRW
about the money they made their services very good and very cheap and
WKHQ DW RQH SRLQW WKH\ PDGH LW YHU\ H[SHQVLYH« 7KRVH DUH WKH NLQGV RI
network you use when you want to browse but airtel on the other hand, have
wide network around the country and they are the oldest network in this
FRXQWU\ EXW WKHLU SUREOHP LV WKDW WKH\ KDYHQ·W KDG WKDW ULJKW PDQDJHPHQW
*ORLVOLNH0WQ·VELJJHVWFRPSHWLWLRQLWVJORWKDWNHHSVPWQon edge they·YH
always been a competition, without glo, mtn would have been worse and
dead without glo. Glo is a good network but when it comes to browsing they
are
terrible.
And
as
for
me
I
have
used
all
the
QHWZRUNV«««««««««PRVW SHRSOH KDYH PXOWLSOH OLnes if you ask any
1LJHULDQWKH\ZRXOGQ·WWHOO\RXWKDWPWQLVWKHLUILUVWFKRLFHRIQHWZRUN
,XVHPWQDQG,GRQ·WKDYHDFKRLFH,MXVWKDYHWRXVHLW
Fola: mtn came out with a lot of media
Chigozie: and the disadvantage that airtel has and Econet has and T-Mobile
KDV LV WKH\ GLGQ·W VWDUW-XS ZLWK HQRXJK SXEOLFLW\««««««DQG VORZO\ EXW
steadily etisalat will take over
Nikita: I think the network also has to do with your location where ever you
are.
Chigozie: mtn is very deceitful and to their greatest surprise very soon
people will leave their network I think etisalat will take over their network is
getting very good now
Fola: HYHU\RQHLVMXVWSRUWLQJ«SHRSOHDUHMXVWIOLSSLQJWRRWKHUQHWZRUNV
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Fola: mtn is like zenith bank they are always after your money; they are
always looking for the next best strategy to hook you. But the thing is,
Nikita: so the big question is why you have a lot of people on mtn,
)RODZHOO,·OOWHOO\RXZK\LW·VOLNHDW\SLFDO1LJHULDQZKRZDQWVWREX\FORVHup not toothpaste, I want to buy indomie not noodles, Mtn has bought the
mind
Chigozie , GRQ·W EHOLHYH ZKHQ SHRSOH VD\ PWQ KDV ERXJKW WKH PLQG ZKDW
mtn has done or bought is that they·YHJRWJRRGVWUDWHJ\
)ROD\HVWKDW·VEX\LQJWKHPLQG
Chigozie ZKHQ , VD\ WKDW,·YH ERXJKW \RXU PLQG LW PHDQVWKDW ZKDW \RX·UH
doing now is done voluntarily; nobody is using mtn voluntarily
(Arguments)
Nikita to Chigozie; ZKDW·V\RXUSULPDU\QXPEHU"
Chigozie: mtn
Nikita: why? And why do you think every person who has a phone has an
mtn line?
Fola; well people have just not made that conscious effort to change
Chigozie: but you have Fola
Fola: yes I have because I got angry. What made me port was because there
was a day I paid my blackberry subscription and then for a whole week there
was no service so I just flipped and I said this is it. The last day, I was
VWDQGLQJ LQ IURQW RI VRPHERG\·V RIILFH DQG , VHQW D SLQJ PHVVDJH WKURXJK
P\EODFNEHUU\ DQGLWGLGQ·WJR
Nikita; so what made you choose etisalat instead of glo or airtel
Fola: well like I saLG,KDGXVHGJORVKH·VJRRGEXWVKH·VQRWWKDWJRRGDLUWHO
I never enjoyed. The only reason I used airtel for a while was because of the
promotional offer they gave that was the only reason but even with that they
have got poor management.
Chigozie: all the networks in Nigeria are crap!
Nikita: we still tend towards MTN
Fola: not everybody a lot of my friends still think I have an mtn line because I
have my mtn number
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Nikita: oh because you ported right?
Fola: yes and mtn are looking for a way to counteract this. Because you
assume that the majority of the people on your phone are mtn
Nikita: it is causing serious problem
Fola: my number is an mtn number. I have been with etisalat for 3months
QRZDQG,GRQ·WKDYHDQ\UHJUHWVHWLVDODWLVWKHNLQGRIQHWZork that makes
their plans and make-you drop your plans.
They were the first to introduce blackberry subscription for 1000 and before
you know it every other network introduced the 1000naira subscription.
They are attending to all classes, they are helping poor people and they are
giving us good service
So right now all round what are your opinions on the networks?
,WKLQNHWLVDODWLVWKHEHVW,FRQVLGHUP\VHOIDYHU\VDWLVILHGFXVWRPHUDQG,·YH
been faithful to her
Would you say you would cheat on your network?
$OO/DXJK ,KDYHQ·WLQDZKLOHDQG,KDYHQ·WKDGWKHXUJHWRWKHODVWWLPHLW
KDSSHQHGZDVZLWKPWQWKHEODFNEHUU\PHVVHQJHULQFLGHQW««««ZKHQ\RX
will ping and your pings will be hanging for like two to three hours
Troy; etisalat has started this new thing whereby if your phone is off and you
get calls, when someone tries to call you
Ok on the topic of customer service, what network has the best
customer service firstly?
Chorus answer: etisalat
Fola: the day I started using the line, three different people from customer
service called me and started asking me how I was enjoying the network
Arguments
Chigozie: PWQZRQ·WGRWKDW
Nikita: yes because they have a large customer base
Troy: the question is why is it that when you have a problem they (mtn)
GRQ·WGRDQ\WKLQJDQGWKH\DUHEHLQJSDLGWRGRWKLVWKLQJ3HRSOHGRQ·WWDNH
their jobs seriously
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Fola: ,FDOOHGDQHWLVDODWFXVWRPHUVHUYLFHDQGLWGLGQ·WWDNHWKHPPRUHWKDQ
2minuits to answer me
Troy: Glo and mtn I usually try to call them at night like 2am!
(All laugh)
Nikita: mtn has started this new thing whereby when they tell you 19
seconds, you wait 19seconds
Larry: EXW,·YHZDLWHGEHIRUHEXWWKH\VWLOOJDYHPHH[WUDWLPHWRZDLW
Fola , KDWH LW ZKHQ ,·P ZDLWLQJ IRU VRPHWKLQJ DQG , NHHS KHDULQJ please
hole, please hold, please play my good music or an advert or something
Chigozie: what mtn does is they will ask you, press one if you would like to
OLVWHQWRSURPRWLRQDODGYHUWVDQGSUHVVLI\RXGRQ·WZDQWWRZKHQ\RXSUHVV
 \RX·OO VWLOO OLVWHQ WR LW :KHWKHU \RX OLNH LW RU QRW \RX GRQ·W KDYH D
FKRLFH««««««««««
7KHUHDUHVRPHWLPHV\RXWU\WRFDOOVRPHERG\·VQXPEHULWZLOOVKRZWKDWWKH
number has been switched off from morning till night.
Troy: LVDQ\ERG\KDYLQJWKHH[SHULHQFH,·PJHWWLQJZLWKPWQ right now? You
KDYH FUHGLW EXW ZKHQ \RX PDNH D FDOOWKH\ ZLOOWHOO \RXWKDW \RX GRQ·W KDYH
credit
Chorus answer: yes
Is there anyone here that will consider themselves an advocate for their
networks?
Fola: I consider myself an advocate for etisalat
Why is that, give me one word about how you feel about your network
Fola: satisfied
%HFDXVH,·YHWULHGHYHU\QHWZRUNDQGWKH\DUHWKHRQO\RQHVWKDWKDYHPHWP\
expectations
Larry: airtel everywhere you go
Ok coming to promotional offers, do you think they motivate you to use
any of your GSM lines
Fola: yes I would say so: one of the things that mtn does have that keeps
their customers is that they have good promotional offers etisalat got the
idea and because of that they·YH VWDUWHG GRLQJ SURPRWLRQV DQG DWWUDFWLng
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FXVWRPHUV OLNH WKHUH·V WKLV RQH WKH\ DUH GRLQJ QRZ \RX ORDG QDLUD \RX
JHWQDLUDORDG\RXJHWDQGVRRQ«
What about their adverts?
Troy: there was a time that they started becoming outrageous with all their
promotions that even NCC had to fine them
Chorus response: yes!
There was a time that their promos were saying things like, win aeroplane,
DQGVRRQ««««
Nikita: \HVWKDW·VZK\,WKLQNWKHVKHOIOLIHRISURPRWLRQVUHDOO\GRQ·WDWWUDFW
consumers attention
Fola: you are thinking as tKH LQWHOOHFW WKDW \RX DUH WKDW·V ZK\ \RX DUH
WKLQNLQJVKHOIOLIHPRVW1LJHULDQVGRQ·WNQRZ
Nikita: the advert attracts the promotions do not. If they are promoting
PLGQLJKWFDOOVFDOOIULHQGVDQGDOOWKDW,UHDOO\GRQ·WKDYHDQHHGIRUWKDW
Troy: mtn has various promos that are still functioning up till now, like the
midnight call is still functioning up till now but you have to be on family and
friends in order to use it. Each of them has their advantages. Like I think the
best promotion mtn did up till now is their family and friends
Nikita: mtn are not too bothered about their competition
Alright thank you all for your time
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